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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND IviETHODS USED TO SOLVE IT 
I. THE PROBLEM 
This paper attempts to apply the principles of unit 
organization to Caesar's Gallic War for second-year Latin 
pupils. The principles and procedur es involved are those 
set forth in Dr. Billett's Fundamentals ~Secondary-School 
Teaching and in the course in the Unit Method in the Secondary 
School at Boston University, as the writer interprets these 
principles and procedures. The writer also tries to put into 
practice the recommendations of the Classical Investigation in 
regard to objectives, content and method of teaching Latin. 
In particular, the writer tries to bear in mind that, "The 
indispensable primary immediate objective in the study of 
Latin is progressive development of ability to read and 
1/ 
understand Latin.u-
This unit may be presented to any second-year Latin class 
ready to begin the study of Caesar. The Classical Investiga-
tion recommends that the study of the first classical aut hor 
should not begin before the beginning of the fourth semester. 
The writer plans to present the unit (revised each year) to 
second-year Latin students during their fourth semester's 
study of the language. 
-Advisory Committee of American Classical League. The 
Classical Investigation. Part !• Princeton University Press, 
1924, p.32. 
1 
~ Class Taught. The class taught was made up of twenty-
nine second-year Latin pupils. All but two of these were 
tenth-grade students. The two exceptions were eleventh-grade 
students. One of these repeated first-year Latin while the 
other elected first-year Latin in the tenth grade. Twenty-two 
girls and seven boys make up the class. The class is a 
homogeneous group of advanced students. In this case the 
reduction in heterogeneity was more than ordinarily success:ful 
and most o:r the pupils were attaining A or B grades. All were 
passing. The range in intelligence quotients was 103-135, 
though two Intelligence Quotients were unknown. The \vrite~ 
suspects that the range might be increased i:r these were known 
as one of the unknowns was that of the poorest pupil in the 
class. Of the twenty-seven known Intelligence Quotients, the 
mean was 120.0. In chronological age the pupils ranged from 
thirteen years, eleven months to sixteen years, nine months, 
as o:r January 1, 1950. 
When each pupil entered high school a teacher's estimate 
of his ability in the form of a letter grade was entered on 
the permanent record. These teacher's ratings were assigned 
by eighth grade teachers. Eighteen pupils received teacher's 
ratings of A, one of B~, one of c-, and eight of B. One pupil 
received no teacher's rating. Despite some variation there 
seems to be a definite correlation between the teacher's ratingt 
and the grades pupils actually receive in their secondary-schoo I 
subjects. 
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TABI.E I 
CHRONOLOGICAL AGES, INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS, TEACHER'S RATINGS 
OF PUPILS TAKING UNIT 
Pupil Chronological Intelligence Teacher•s 
Age* Quotient Rating 
1 16-9 c-
2 16-5 110 B 
3 14-8 110 A 
4 15-6 110 A 
5 15-1 119 A 
6 14-7 122 A 
7 15-6 131 A 
8 14-6 126 A 
9 14-8 122 A 
10 14-7 123 A 
11 15-2 123 B 
12 14-7 
13 14-8 130 B+ 
14 15-3 125 B 
15 15-7 108 A 
16 13-11 134 A 
17 14-8 119 A 
18 15-4 118 A 
19 14-8 120 B 
20 14-11 128 A 
21 14-6 103 B 
22 14-7 111 A 
23 15-3 116 B 
24 15-3 108 B 
25 15-5 119 B 
26 15-1 117 A 
27 14-7 134 A 
28 14-9 123 A 
29 14-6 135 A 
~~s of January 1, 1950 
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TABLE II' . 
COMPARISON OF TEACHER'S RATINGS~ ENGLISH, FRENCH AND LATIN 
MARKS FOR FIRST MARKING PERIOD (September-November, 1949) 
Pupil Teacher's English French Latin 
Rating Mark Mark Mark 
1 c- c c c 
2 B B B B 
3 A B c B 
4 A B B B 
5 A B B A 
6 A B B c 
7 A A A A 
8 A B A A 
9 A A B A 
10 A B B B 
11 B B c B 
12 B B B 
13 B.f. A A A 
14 B B B B 
15 A A A A 
16 A B c B 
17 A A A A 
18 A A A A 
19 B B A A 
20 A A A A 
21 B c c B 
22 A c B c 
23 B B B A 
24 B A B B 
25 B B B B 
26 A A A A 
27 A A B B 
28 A A B A 
29 A A A A 
4 
All students take French as well as Latin. A comparison 
of teacher's ratings, Latin, French, and English marks is shown 
in Table II. 
Eleven pupils intended to take third-year Latin, five were 
undecided and the rest had decided to discontinue the study of 
Latin at the end of the current school year. or those who 
intended to continue the study of Latin, eight were A students, 
two were B students and one a C student. Practically all 
students intended to continue their formal education beyond 
high school but a few had no definite plans. Most intended 
to enter the professions. Teaching and the medical professions • 
particularly nursing, seemed to be the favorite vocations. One 
of the brightest girls in the class intended to get Ph. D. 
Degree and teach in college. 
Twelve of the girls earned money as baby sitters. One 
girl worked in an income tax office, another in her father's 
tailor s4op and another in a store. One boy sold newspapers 
and a~other worked in a cobbler shop. The rest of the students 
had no outside work. 
All but one pupil were members of the Civics Club, a very 
popular extracurricular activity among Freshmen and Sophomores. 
Six girls were interested in the Apparatus Club, one a member 
of the Glee Club, nine in the Dramatic Guild, two in the 
Library Club and one in the school orchestra. One boy was on 
the staff of the school magazine. 
Of the boys, one was interested in baseball, two in basket~ 
ball and one in golf and football. Four of the girls played 
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varsity or intramural basketball. Six pupils had athletic 
hobbies such as skating and horseback riding. Eight students 
were interested in instrumental music, mostly piano. Five 
students had handicraft or hand-work hobbies, such as building 
model planes, knitting, needlework; weaving and jigsawing. 
Three girls considered dramatics as a hobby, and four, dancing. 
Draldng, photography, collecting stamps, collecting foreign 
dolls, collecting records claimed one advocate each. 
Several students were familiar with languages other than 
English. Eight students were familiar with Hebrew and/or 
Jewish, two with Greek, two with Gaelic, and one each with 
Lithuanian, Polish, Portugese, Italian, and Spanish. Some of 
these students come from bi-lingual homes. Greek and Hebrew 
are taught in special schools in the eity. Some of the pupils 
attended such schools when in the lower grades (in addition 
to attendance at public schools). 
The Classroom. The classroom in which the unit was taught 
was of the traditional type. Four windows were located along 
one side of the room, blackboards occupied two walls and the 
fourth wall was bare. ·A bull t-in book closet was located near 
the front of the room on the side opposite the windows. Beneat 
the book closet were filing drawers and storage cabinets. 
These filing drawers were adequate for storing general and 
special study guides and other materials except tests. As the 
teacher wished the students to have access to the files it was 
deemed advisable to store the tests elsewhere. The room con-
wo bulle in boards one in the front of the room and 
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one in the rear near the door. In addition a small strip of 
tack board, ten inches high, ran the length of two walls above 
the blackboards. The furniture consisted of six rows of seven 
desks and chairs securely fastened to the floor, the teacher's 
desk and chair, and two movable chairs, one of the arm-chair 
type. A swinging door at the rear entered an adjoining class-
room, the door at the side rear entered directly into the 
corridor. A door at the front of the room entered a short 
passageway leading to the school library. 
Materials in Use. The t .ext in use in the class was Ullman y . 
and Henry's Latin for Americans II. Each student also had in 
- -y 
his possession New Elementary Latin by the same authors. 
- - if 
Thirty copies of New Second Latin Book, also by Ullman and 
Henry, were available for reference. 
II. :METHODS USED TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM 
Preparing the unit gg Caesar's Gallic War. In developing 
the unit the writer tried to bear in mind that the "Roman 
warrior" who wrote the text did not have in mind "the 
preparation of educative instruments for promoting the growth 
y 
B.L. 
(New York: 
'ij 
B.L. 
(New York: 
jJ 
B.L. 
(New York: 
Ullman and Norman E . Henry, Latin for Americans II 
The Macmillan Company, 1942) 462 pp . 
Ullman and Norman E. Henry, ~Elementary Latin 
The Macmillan Company, 1936) 458 PP• 
Ullman and Norman E. Henry, ~ Second Latin Book 
The Macmillan Company, 1936) 538 PP• 
of American youth of the twentieth century in power to read the 
Q/ 
Latin language." 
The writer endeavored to depart from the traditional 
intensive grammar-translation method of instruction. 
The first twelve chapters of Caesar's Gallic War were 
chosen for several reasons. These twelve chapters present a 
unified continuous narrative reasonably complete in itself and 
the text in use treats it as such. The text also presents a 
simplified version of Caesar which is supposed to get pro-
gressively more difficult. As the class was beginning the 
study of Caesar it was deemed best to bvegin at the beginning. 
The amount of Latin reading, vocabulary and syntax involved 
seemed adequate from the teacher's point of view and not over-
whelming from the student's point of' view. 
In order to get away from the traditional grammar-
translation method it was decided to require no translation wit.t 
the unit. Emphasis was placed on reading for comprehension 
rather than word for word translation. Vocabulary and prin-
ciples of syntax were to 'fu:e studied for the purpose of under-
standing the text"only. The study guide was constructed with 
these objectives in mind. 
Latin Reading . The study guide contains a brief intro-
ductory section in simple Latin. This Latin passage gives a 
brief biographical slcetch of Caesar and. the historical setting 
&/ Roy o. Billett , Fundamentals of Secondary-School Teachin . 
(Boston~ Houghton Mifflin Company, 1940) P• 338 
8 
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of the Gallic War. Questions are asked in English concerning 
the content of the passage. There are also some questions aske 
which are not directly answered in the Latin passage which the 
pupil is supposed to reason out or investigate elsewhere. 
These questions are usually those which draw an analogy with 
some thing stated in the text, for example, rrvvhat title would 
the military governor (E.G. General Macarthur) of an occupied 
country have had in ancient Rome?" 
The remaining Latin reading consisted of the t ext of 
Caesar's Gallic War, Book I, chapters 1 - 12. The study guide 
instructed the student to read each chapter until he thought he 
understood the thought of the chapter. Vocabulary and syntax 
review were given before the comprehension questions. By 
trying to make the student sure of his vocabulary and alert for 
particular principles of syntax it was hoped that comprehension 
would come easier. 
Vocabulary. As the author had the entire Latin language 
at his command, new words occur vdth inconsistent frequency. 
One chapter contains ten new words while others contain as 
few as two . The average is a little less than six new words 
per chapter . A few of these new words occur fairly frequently, 
others but once. It was decided that all words useful toward 
an understanding of the student's subsequent Latin reading 
experiences should be learned regardless of their frequency in 
the twelve chapters . Table IV shows frequency of occurence of 
new vocabulary words. 
Syntax. The pupils had had previous acquaintance with all 
the main principles involved. However they had not had much 
functional use for the volitive substantive clause, gerund and 
future passive participle. It was anticipated that the teacher 
would explain and review these principles with the class as the 
unit proceeded. It was hoped that a functional understanding 
would be obtained by reviewing the principle in conjunction wit~ 
the reading of the section of the text in which it was involved 
Table III shows frequency of occurrence of principles of syntax 
TABLE III 
FREQ.UENCY OF OCCLJRRENCE OF PRINCIPLES OF SYl\fT.AX 
Principle 
'ad' with future passive 
participle 
volitive substantive clause 
purpose clause 
substantive clause of result 
result clause 
ablative absolute 
indirect statement 
descriptive 'cum' clause 
' ad' with gerund 
Chapter in which 
it first occurs 
1 
2 
3 
2 
6 
5 
2 
4 
3 
Total 
5 
9 
? 
1 
1 
10 
14 
4 
2 
--~=--==~~~====================================-~~==--- ======================~======= 
TABLE IV 
FREQ.UENCY OF OCCUR"RENCE OF NE'.IT VOCABULARY Vv ORDS IN 
CAESAR'S GALLIC WAR , CHAPTERS 1-12 
Word Chapter in which Total 
word first occurs 
adventus 7 1 
aggredior 12 1 
angustiae 9 2 
angustus 6 1 
arbitror 2 2 
comburo 5 2 
conatus 8 1 
concursus 8 1 
coniuratio 2 1 
cotidianus 1 1 
eremo 4 1 
con sumo 11 1 
damno 4 1 
de1ibero ? 1 
desisto 8 1 
dispone 8 1 
eodem 4 1 
eri:pio 4 1 
ex eo 2 4 
11 
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TABLE III (continued) 
Chapter in which 
Viord word first occurs Total 
expeditus 6 1 
exp1orator 12 1 
fere 1 1 
fio 2 1 
f1uo, inf1uo 6 3 
fossa 8 1 
hiberna 10 1 
hiemo 10 1 
ignis 4 1 
impendeo 6 1 
impetro 9 2 
inc en do 5 1 
initium 1 1 
invitus 9 1 
iugum 12 1 
item 3 2 
legatio 3 1 
morior 4 1 
mos 4 2 
murus 8 1 
nego 8 1 
----- ----
=======9f========================================================~.,~~3~=== 
TABLE III (continued) 
Chapter in which 
Vvord word first occurs Total 
orior 1 2 
pagus 12 3 
:pat eo 2 1 
:patior 6 2 
:po:pulor 11 1 
:princi:patus 3 1 
:profectio 3 2 
:proficiscor 3 3 
pro:pterea quod 1 2 
qua 6 2 
reditus 5 1 
rescindo 7 1 
reverto 8 1 
sero 3 1 
sive • • • sive 12 1 
sub eo 5 1 
suspicor 4 1 
tel urn 8 1 
tollo 5 1 
trans eo 5 6 
ulciscor 12 1 
14 
TABLE III (continued) 
Chapter in which 
Word word first occurs Total 
ulterior 7 3 
undique 2 2 
vadum 6 2 
vag or 2 1 
vicus 5 3 
vinculum 4 1 
volo 9 1 
bello 2 1 
occasus 1 1 
----,-=-===!!= ==================== 
Student aids . In an attempt to bridge the gap in diffi-
cul ty between ttmade" Latin and classical Latin, the writ er pre-
pared simplifi ed versions for the first twelve chapters of Book 
I. It was not intended that these simplified versions b:e used 
indiscriminately . The better pupils were to be encouraged 
to use them sparingly or not at all . Each chapter was 
mimeographed se9arately and no student was to have more than 
one chapter in his possession at one time . It was hoped that 
most of the class would b)e able to get along without them 
toward the end of the unit. 
In the preparation of these simplified versions the writer 
tried to analyze just what in classical Latin presents such 
insurmountable obstacles to the novice. In the writer's 
opinion, vocabulary had little to do with this difficulty. 
Students look up words they "know" because the "sentence 
doesn't make sense". Insufficient functional knowledge of 
syntax is certainly a barrier to reading Latin for com:prehen-
sion . The writer tried to obviate this difficulty by calling 
the pupil ' s attention to the principles of syntax to be on 
the watch for in each chapter . This is done through references 
in the general study guide . 
In the writer ' s opinion, complexity of Latin word order 
and sentence structure is the chief obstacle that students 
beginning the study of classical Latin liave to overcome . 
Consequently, in simplifying ncaesar" the writer endeavored 
to make word order and sentence structure less complex 
-========~ -~~n~~nces ~~e broken_~to shorter ones, subjects 
~==~=-================~L-1 and ob ject s were placed closer to their verbs, and modifiers clos er t o the words they modified. An effor t was made to r etain some semblance of Latin word order within sentences . 
No vocabulary words or principles of syntax were changed. Less 
simplification vvas attempted in the later chapters than i n t he 
earlier ones and in t he last few chap ters only the more com-
plicated sentences are simplified . Though the writer spent 
considerable time and effort in preparing these simp lifi ed 
v er sions, he hop ed their use could be kept to a minimum . How-
ever, it vvas to be considered time well sp ent if t hese simpli-
fied versions help ed one student advance in his abi l ity to 
read Latin . 
Optional related activities . Most of the optional related 
a ctivities were devised with a view toward their interest 
value. Hobbies, vocati onal aims, extracurricular activities 
and other interests of the students ·were taken into cons idera-
tion . Op t ional related activities were l i st ed under ten main 
headings. A typed list of these main h eadings was placed on 
the bulletin board on the first day of the unit . Special study 
guides were typed on filing cards and placed in the filing 
drawer . Some of these sp ecial study guides were read to the 
students during the introductory phase of the unit . It was 
made clear that optionalwork was required of no one . 
Tests . The test used as a pre- and final test was a 
teacher-made informal objective type test . It was made up of 
five parts . Part I cons i sted of a p assage from Caesar n ot 
I 
I 
covered in the unit followed by six comprehension item~s of the 
true-false type. This part of the test did not directly 
measure ru1y particular point in the delimitation of the unit . 
Its purpose was to test the student's ability to read and 
understand classical Latin, the general objective of the unit. 
Part II consisted of thirty-five recall iter~ to test 
vocabulary. This part attempted to measure the first point 
of the delimitation. Part III consisted of fifteen items 
of the matching tYPe on principles of syntax. This part 
attempted to evaluate mastery of the third point of the 
delimitation. Part IV contained t'Nenty-six items of the 
true-false type in an attempt to measure points three to 
fifteen of the delimitation. Part V consisted of thirty-
four recall items on derivatives. This part measures point 
sixteen of the delimitation. 
In addition to the pre- and final tests three progress 
tests were administered during the course of the unit. 
The purpose of these tests was three-fold; (1) supplementary 
to the final test, covering material not too exhaustively 
covered in the final test especially in respect to vocabulary 
and derivatives, (2) as an incentive to the pupil not to 
lag or procrastinate during the unit assignment, (3) as 
diagnostic instruraents for both teacher's and pupil's 
benefit so that defects might be remedied before too much 
damage was done. The writer intended to allow students to 
take t~e progress tests as soon as they liked but deadlines 
Cw.hi.cLga:ll:e amnle leeway) were set up to prevent excessive 
procrastination. 1'hese tests were much shorter than the 
final test, but in form they vvere the sarae except for the 
omission of a reading-comprehension section. Also, to 
compensate somewhat for the brevity of these tests, the 
true-false items were given in Latin. 
Preoaring the classroom !.9..£. the study of ~ unit. No 
radical changes were contemplated in the arrangement of 
classroom furniture or equipment. Though traditional, the 
classroom arrangement seemed adequate for a unit of this 
type. General study guides and student aids were filed in 
the large filing drawer beneath the book cabinet. Special 
study guides (optional related activities) were filed in 
a small filing drawer. A lower shelf in the book cabinet 
was reserved for books for the students' use. A large manila 
envelope containing copies of Res Gestae was tacked to the 
wall near the bulletin board. Tests were kept in a drawer 
in the teacher's desk. 
Ke1Jing ~log££ nuoil activity. As recommended by Dr. 
Billett the writer planned to keep a log of pupil activity 
during the study of the unit assignment. 1fork accomplished 
from day to day, both core activities and optional related 
activities, questions asked by pupils, unforeseen problew~ 
that might arise, observations of pupil behavior, detection 
of weak points in the study guide or other phases of the 
unit assignment were to be recorded. In short all things 
1J Roy 0. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary-School 
Teaching, P. 603. 
18__= 
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observed that might aid the teacher to evaluate t he unit were 
to be recorded in the log. 
Introduction o~ ~ ~ !£ ~ class. The tentative time 
allotment ~or the unit assignment was twenty days. It was 
planned that the introductory phase would take up two class 
periods . The pre-test was to be given during the ~irst period. 
The unit itsel~ was to be introduced during the second class 
period. This introduction o~ the unit is described in the unit 
assignment in Chapter II o~ this paper. 
Pupil evaluation of the ~· For the inquiry form used 
for pupil evaluation of the unit the writer is indebted to the 
8/ 
Service Paper of Helen Lee Thurston.- In the writer's opinion 
the students could be expected to give an honest, intelligent, 
and frank (perhaps brutally so) opinion o~ the unit. 
List of materials for teacher's ~ only. 
1. The Advisory Committee of the American Classical 
League, The Classical Investi~ation, Part I: General Report. 
Princeton:- Princeton Univers~ty Press, 1924. vi - 365 pp. 
2 . Billett, Roy o., Fundamentals o~ Secondary-School 
Teachins, Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1940. 671 pp. 
3. Good, Carter v., Barr, A.s., Scates, :DoUglas E ., 
The Methodology of Educational Research. New York: D. 
Appleton-Century-company, 195S. xxi - 882 pp. 
4. Greene, Harry A., Jorgensen, Albert N., and Gerberich, 
J. Raymond, Measurement and Evaluation in the Secondary School. 
New York: Longmans Green-arid Co., 1~3:- xxvi - 676. 
!}./ 
Helen Lee Thurston, A Unit on the Subjunctive Mood, ~or 
~ in ~ First-Year Latin Course ~ the Ninth Grade. -p:-11~ 
19 
5. Harvey, Preston, "Applying the Principles ot: Unit 
Organization to Latin t:or Beginning Pupils". Unpublished 
Master's thesis, Boston University, 1942 • . 145 pp. 
6. Thurston, Helen Lee, "A Unit on the Subjunctive Mood, 
t:or Use in a First-Year Latin Course in the Ninth Grade." 
Unpublished service paper, Boston University, 1949. 123 pp. 
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CHAPTER II 
ORGANIZATION OF THE UNIT ON CAESAR'S GALLIC WAR, BOOK I, 1-12 
General statement or the unit. The chier objective or 
this unit is to have the student progress rrom the ability to 
read dirricult made Latin to the ability to read the 
classical Latin of Caesar. By difficult made Latin is meant 
Latin which contains indirect statement, all tenses of the 
subjunctive mood, future passive participles, in short, 
Latin of the type which most text books ofrer immediately 
before the study of Caesar. Immediate objectives of the 
unit are (1) an understanding of the narrative of the text 
and its historical background, (2) an increase in the 
student's vocabulary of seventy words over and above the 
standard first year Latin word list published by the College 
Board, (3) a review of principles of syntax involving 
indirect statement, subjunctive mood, future passive parti-
ciple, gerund and ablative absolute, and (4) an increase in the 
student's understanding of the relationship between Latin 
and English through the study of one hundred English 
derivatives. Simplified versions of the text are used as 
student aids in attaining these objectives. 
Delimitation of the unit. 
---
1. The following new words are to be learned as the 
student encounters them in the text: 
propterea quod fere cotidianus 
initium orior occasus 
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coniuratio ex eo undique 
f'io vag or arbitror 
pateo prof'iciscor sero 
prof'ectio legatio principatus 
item mos vinculum 
damno ignis cremo 
constituo eripio exsequor 
conor morior sus pi cor 
vic us incendo comburo 
reditus tollo sub eo 
trans eo angustus impend eo 
expedi tus f'luo inf'luo 
vadum ulterior adventus 
delibero murus f'ossa 
revert o munitio concursus 
telum conatus desisto 
invitus angustiae impetro 
volo hiemo hiberna 
populor con sumo explorator 
aggredior pagus iugum 
sive ••• sive ulciscor 
2. The student has recently been introduced to the f'ol-
lowing principles of' syntax in his study of' Latin grammar. As 
he encounters these in the text he will review them to make 
assurance doubly sure. 
a. "ad" with f'uture passive participle 
b. "ad" with gerund 
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e. volitive substantive clauses 
d. purpose clauses 
e. substantive clauses of result 
f. result clauses 
g. ablative absolute 
h. indirect statement 
i. "cum" descriptive clauses 
3. Julius Caesar excelled in the fields of statesmanship, 
war and literature. With Crassus and Pompey he formed the 
First Triumvirate in 60 B.C., a coalition comparable to a 
modern political machine. The Triumvirate was the most power-
ful factor in Roman politics at the time of the Gallic War 
(58-50 B.C.). Caesar served as consul, highest magistrate of 
the Roman Republic, in 59 B.C. After his year as consul he 
was appointed proconsul of Gaul and Illyricum. A proconsul 
might be compared to a governor-general of a mandate or to a 
military governor of an occupied country. The Roman proconsul 
was supreme in his province. In this capacity Caesar conducted 
the Gallic War and finally succeeded in subjugating all of 
Gaul. The Roman conquest of Gaul had a lasting influence on 
modern France. The modern French language is derived largely 
from Latin. After the Gallic War, Caesar defeated Pompey in 
a civil war and became the sole ruler of Rome. Caesar was 
killed by conspirators but his empire endured for many years. 
No modern historical figure has excelled in as many fields as 
Caesar. We have had soldier-statesmen such as Washington, 
Jackson, Grant, and sometimes we have had a soldier-scholar 
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such as Eisenhower, but many-sided men like Caesar are very 
rare. Clay, Calhoun and Webster were known as the American 
Triumvirate not because there was any coalition among them but 
because they were political giants in the first part of the nine 
teenth century. 
4. In Book I, chapter 1, Caesar describes the geography 
of Gaul. Gaul as a whole was divided into three parts, 
Belgium, Celtica and Aquitania. The brave$were the Belgians 
because they were the most remote from the culture and 
softening influence of the Roman province. They were con-
tinually fighting with the Germans. For the same reasons the 
Helvetians were the braves t of the Celts. Today, Caesar's 
Gaul as a whole includes France, the Benelux countries and 
Switzerland. Modern Franc e is divided into provinces and 
departments. Franco-German boundary and territorial disputes 
have continued from Caesar's day through World War II. 
5. Orgetorix, a Helvetian leader, persuaded his people 
to migrate. He was able to do this with ease because their 
territory was too small and confined to suit the war-like 
Helvetians. John Sutter, a Swiss immigrant, called his 
California empire, New Helvetia. It was there that gold was 
discovered in 1848. Migra tions of whole nations are not 
common today but the migration of displaced Jews to Israel may 
be compared to the migration of the Helvetians. The English 
word mile comes from the Latin 11mille passus". This Roman 
ile was approximately 5000 feet. The English statute mile is 
5280 feet. 
6. After deciding on trJdgrating the Helvetians set a two-
year period for preparation. Orgetorix was commissioned to form 
allicances with neighboring tribes. In executing this mission 
he plotted with Casticus, a. Sequanian, and Dumnorix, a Haeduan, 
to seize personal power. Dumnorix married the ~aughter of 
Orgetorix to cement the alliance. Though barbarians, the 
Helvetians recognized the need for preparation and planning. 
In any worth-while human endeavor preparations are necessary. 
Political marriages are not as common as they once were but we 
have a comparable practice in the financial world in "marrying 
the boss's daughter". 
7. The Helvetians discovered the treason of Orgetorix 
and arrested him. The penalty for such a crime was death 
by fire. The retainers of Orgetorix rescued him. Vfuen 
Helvetian authorities attempted to recapture him he was found 
dead. Suicide was suspected. Asamong modern oriental peoples, 
the ancients believed that suicide was sometimes justifiable 
to save face. Hitler and some of his henchmen and some of the 
Japanese war lords took the "easy way out" after the defeat of 
-
the Axis in World War II. vVhether or not suicide is actually 
an easy way out is a moral question. 
s. After the death of Orgetorix the Helvetians decided 
to go ahead with their plans to migrate. To discourage any 
tendency to turn back they burned all their towns and villages. 
~1ey persuaded the Rauraci, Tulingi, Latobroges and Boil to 
join them. The "scorched earth" policy is not new. The 
Russians used it against Napoleon and again against the 
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Germans in YITorld War II. It is sometimes good policy in taking 
decisive steps to "burn our bridges behind us". Other times it 
is best to leave a line of retreat open. 
9. Two routes were possible for the migrating Helvetians, 
a difficult one through the land of the Sequani, an easy one 
through the Roman province. Thinking they could persuade or 
force the Allobroges to give them a right of way through the 
Province, they assembled on the bank or the Rhone opposite 
Geneva on March 28, 58 B.C. The "easy11 way is not always easy, 
as the Helvetians were to find out. It is easy to put off 
studying and to neglect our other duties but such habits are not 
the easiest ways to get passing grades or to get along with 
others. When all things are taken into consideration the right 
way is the easiest way. 
10. v\lhen Caesar heard what was going on he hurried ft>om 
Rome to Geneva. He ordered an army to be levied on the Province 
and took charge of the one legion on duty there. He destroyed 
the bridge at Geneva. The Helvetians sent envoys to him 
requesting permission to pass through the Province. Caesar 
told them he needed time to think it over. Caesar is mentioned 
for the first time in chapter seven. He writes in the third 
person. By this device and by his matter-of-fact presentation 
of events Caesar affects a modest, simple style. Caesar's 
rapidity or movement gave him an advantage over the slow moving 
Gauls just as the German army had an anvantage over the Allies 
in the blitz campaigns. Light, fast-moving football teruns can 
often defeat heavier, slower teams. 
11. 'Vhile deliberating Caesar fortified his side of the 
Rhone Ydth a 16-foot wall and ditch. He placed small forts at 
strategic points. When the Helvetians returned for his 
answer he told them that it was definitely against his 
policy and that of the Roman people, to allow any one to pass 
through the Province. He warned them that he would stop them 
if they tried to use force. The Helvetians attempted to 
force their way across but found the Roman defenses too 
strong. When Caesar did not give a definite answer to the 
Helvetians he was stalling for time. The filibuster in the 
United States Senate is a modern way of stalling. In an 
athleticoontes~ delaying the game is sometimes good strategy. 
12. With the road through the Province closed to them 
the Helvetians decided to try the route through the land 
of the Sequani. Since this pass would be impossible if the 
Sequani opposed them, they requested Dumnorix, the Haeduan, 
to act as a go-between, in securing permission from the 
Sequani. Dumnorix, friendly to the Helvetians, had a great 
deal of influence among the Sequani. Moreover, as he was 
personally ambitious, he wanted as many tribes as possible 
bound to him by ties of gratitude. Dumnorix secured the 
permission that the Helvetians requested and hostages were 
exchanged between the Helvetians and Sequani as guarantees 
of good faith. Dumnorix was a man who could "fix" things. 
We have such men active in political affairs today. The 
Washington "5 per centers" are a case in point. The practice I 
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o£ holding hostages is still in vogue especially among 
totalitarian countries. Communists in foreign countries must 
toe the party line or friends and relatives at home su£fer 
reprisals. 
13. Caesar, realizing that the proposed move of the 
Helvetians was a threat to the Province, decided to take 
action to stop them. Leaving Labienus in charge of the 
£ortifications on the Rhone, he hurried into Italy, drafted 
two legions and called three more out of winter quarters. 
on his way back to further Gaul with these five legions, he 
defeated t h e Ceutrones, Graioceli and Caturiges. caesar 
then pushed on through the land of the Voconti and Allobroges, 
across the Rhone, into the land of the Segusiavi. Caesar 
was now beyond the borders of the Province. Nations are 
ever on the alert to counteract any threat to their security. 
Sometimes they take advantage of a fancied threat to attack 
~nd subjugate a weaker opponent. The Roman Empire was expanded 
in this way. Modern totalitarian countries have often used 
security as an excuse for expansion. Caesar's rapidity of 
movement again stood him in good stead. If he were a modern 
general he woul d probably be a master of the blitzkrieg. 
14. Meanwhile, the Helvetians had passed through the land 
of the Sequani and the land of the Haeduans. The latter sent 
envoys to Caesar requesting help because the Helvetians were 
destroying the countryside. At the same time the Ambarri 
informed Caesar t hat the Helvetians were giving them a great 
deal of trouble. Certain Allobroges, who had possessions 
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across the Rhone, also fled to Caesar with complaints. In the 
face of all these outrages Caesar decided to take immediate 
action against the Helvetians. Nations still fight to protect 
friends and allies. World War II began when Germany invaded 
Poland, and France and England declared war to defend Poland. 
It is fine and noble to fight for a friend but nations rarely 
go to war for purely altruistic reasons. 
15. Scouts informed Caesar that the Helvetians were 
crossing the Arar River, a tributary of the Rhone. Acting with 
characteristic swiftness, Caesar attacked and defeated the 
division that was waiting to cross the river. He killed a 
large part of this division, one quarter of the Helvetian 
force, the rest fled and hid in the nearby woods. The 
Tigurinus canton which Caesar defeated in this battle had 
defeated a Roman army under Lucius Cassius many years before. 
Caesar thought it an unusual turn of fate that this particular 
canton should be the first to pay the penalty because Piso, 
the grandfather of Caesar's father-in-law, had been killed in 
that same battle. We can learn from Caesar how to be on the 
watch for, and how to take advantage of opportunity. Caesar 
attributes part of his success to chance. The Romans defined 
chance under the name of the goddess, Fortuna.. Chance does 
play some part in most human affairs though a modern general 
has said, "god is on the side that has the most artillery". 
l6. The following English words derived from Latin words 
in the text are to be studied with a view toward increasing 
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the student•s English vocabulary as well as his understanding 
of the influence of the Latin language on English. 
different fortitude effeminate 
contend obtain initial 
orient solar cupidity 
induct facility continent 
latitude altitude agrarian 
vagabond arbitration itinerary 
biennial imperialism cogent 
mile conduct crematory 
suspicion mortuary constitution 
factory finish exit 
edifice combustible relic 
social duet domestic 
impend possible alternate 
expedient calendar convene 
mature urban total 
militia rescind advent 
certain license deliberate 
interim divide mural 
pedal operation perfect 
prohibit revert negative 
moral navy junction 
repulse relinquish spontaneous 
gratitude donation filial 
plural benefit patient 
injury renounce animate 
--
-----
absent i n t elligence future 
bellicose p opul a tion occupy 
cons c ription hiberna te hostile 
auxiliary tempor ary copious 
fugitive demonstr a te soil 
consume explorer quart 
vigilant i mp ede aggressive 
mandatory subjugate prince 
p enalty sole 
Prob abl e indirect a nd incidental learning products 
A. Indirect 
1. An increased appreciation of the Latin language as 
a medium of thought. 
2. An appreciation of the genius of Julius Caes ar. 
3. F~ increased appreciation of Roman civilization 
B. Incidental 
The development of an individual technique for the 
solving of problems which may carry over into other 
language areas. 
The unit assignment 
A. Introduction: Two class periods are to be used in 
this p art of the unit assignment. The pre-test is given during 
the first p eriod. During the second class period general 
study guides are distributed and the teacher introduces the 
unit orally along the following lines: 
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"We have now come to the meta or tur·ning point in our 
study of Latin. Up to now we have been concerned chiefly 
with forms, syntax, writing ~glish to Latin sentences and 
tr~nslating the easy Latin written by text-book writers. 
As long as we study Latin, forms and syntax will be with us, 
but we are now ready to put our knowledge of them to use in 
the reading of Latin written by a Roman. This Roman, Julius 
Caesar, you all know by name. We are about to begin the 
study of Caes ar 1 s Gallic War. Remember that Caes ar did not 
write to teach American boys and girls a grammar lesson 
on the ablative absolute, indirect statement or any thing 
else. He was .a Roman general writing in his own language 
for his own people. Volitive substantive clauses and future 
passive participles were so familiar to him that he never 
gave them a second thought. Consequently, we are likely to 
find any type of Latin construction in any part of Caes ar's 
writings. Caesar ' s writing does not get progressively 
more difficult, some sections are easy and others are very 
difficult and we may find some of the difficult ones in 
Book I end some of the easy ones i n Book VII. Since we are 
not Romans we must make a conscious effort to recognize 
and understand at least the more common Latin constructions 
which Caesar uses. 
11 Reading Latin and understanding it is the chief aim of 
this course. Up to the present time reading and understanding 
has meant tr anslating Latin word for word into English. How 
===iF=o~f=·ten has a student said that a sentence didn't make sense 
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even though he knew every word in it. We usually r~nd that 
it is the student through misinterpretation of a case, a 
voice or a tense, who doesn't make sense and not the Latin 
sentence. We are going to try to avoid that difficulty in 
this unit. No direct translation will be required. On the 
study guides you have just received are printed certain 
a~signments. For example it says, "Read Caesar 1 s Gallic 
War, Book I, chapter 1." Certain questions are asked con-
cerning the content of the paragraph. You may make either 
written or mental notes of the answers to these questions. 
When you have done this you have completed the reading 
part of the assignment. However, don ' t forget to study 
the vocabulary, syntax and derivatives as you are going to 
be tested on these as well as on the reading. 
11 At certain points during the work you will be tested on 
your progress. The study guide tells you when you should 
be ready for each test. You may take these tests as soon 
as you like but you must take tb.em consecutively and you 
must meet certain deadlines for each test. In other words 
you may take each test as soon as you like but not as late as 
you like. The deadline for progress test 1 is •••.•• Other 
deadlines will be announced later. 
"Perhaps you can do all the required work during the 
regular class period. If so you will have to do no assignments 
at home. However do not forget you will have to meet the 
deadlines on the progress tests. Your study time at home 
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could well be spent reviewing your weak points in Latin 
grammar. 
"On the bulletin there is a list of optional related 
activities. You will find further details concerning these 
on cards in the filing drawer. You may do as many of these as 
you wish. No one is required to do any. If you plan to do one 
of these activities please let the teacher know when you plan 
to present it to the class. Here are some samples of optional 
work which students did last year. (Art work of previous 
class is shown to the students). 
"If you have difficulty underst a.nding Caesar ask the 
teacher for a mimeographed simplified version of the text. 
However, if you can figure out the answers to the questions on 
the study guide without a simplified version you should do so. 
"Your success in this work depends entirely on yourselves. 
Remember you are still studying Latin and you are not to waste 
your time in class even though you do not have to recite. Ask 
questions whenever you misunderstand any assignment or whenever 
you have a difficulty you cannot solve yourself. u 
B. General study guide - Activities to be completed by 
all pupils 
I. Read the following Latin passage. Check your under-
standing of it by answering the questions which follow it. 
Julius Caesar clarissimum omnium nominum Romanorum est. 
Rebus civilibus, bello et litteris supererat. Cum Pompeio 
et Grasso primmn triumviratum fecit. Haec coniunctio 
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fortis sima auctori tas rebus ci vilibus Romanis facta est. Post 
annum consula.rem, Caesar proconsul Galliae Transalpinae, 
Galliae Cisalpinae et Illyrici delectus est. Septem annos 
Caesar Galliam vincebat. Haec victoria auctoriatatem perpetuam 
in Gallia habuit. Nova Gallia (France) beneficium cultus 
Romani accepit. Lingua Novae Galliae a Latina magnopere 
deducitur. Bello Gallico confecto, in bello civili Caesar 
Pompeium vicit. Solus imperator Romae factus est et multas 
novas res incepit. Tardius a coniuratis interfectus est. 
Caesar mortuus est sed suum imperium multos annos vivebat. 
In what fields did Julius Caesar excel? Can you name a 
modern figure who excels in these fields? What was the First 
Triumvirate? What was the American Triumvirate? Explain the 
office of consul; proconsul. What title would the military 
governor (e. g. General Macarthur ) of an occupied country have 
had in anm ent Rome? Of what provinces was Caesar made 
proconsul? What modern countries did his jurisdiction include? 
What effect did the conquest of Gaul have on modern France? 
II. Read Caesar's Gallic War, Book I, chapter 1. Reread 
until you feel you understand the thought of the chapter. 
Give English equivalents for the following Latin words : 
divide, propterea quod, fere, cotidianus , initium, orior, 
occasus. 
Review syntax: 11 ad 11 with future passive participle 145 
Numerals after items of syntax refer to paragraphs in 
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Ullman and Henry, Latin for Americans II. 
1Nhat were the three main divisions of Gaul? What was the 
boundary between the Gauls (Celts) and Aqu.itanians? Between 
the Gauls and the Belgians? Of the three main divisions which 
was the bravest? Why? Of the Gauls (Gel ts) which tribe was 
the bravest? Bound each of the three main divisions of' Gaul. 
What modern countries are included in Caesar 1 s Galli a 
est omnis? How is modern France divided? 
What do the following Engl.. ish words mean and from what 
Latin words are they derived? 
different, effeminate, obtain, orient, forti tude, contend, 
initial, solar. 
III. Read Book I, chapter 2. 
G:tve English equivalents for the following Latin words: 
coniuratio, exeo, undique, fio, vagor, arb 1 tror, pat eo. 
Review syntax: Volitive substantive clauses 139; 582, 5 
substaDtive clauses of result 139; 582, 9 
indirect statements 589; 4 
Who was Orgetorix? What did he try to do? Why was it 
easy for him to do thi.s? What were the natural boundar ies of 
Helvet ia? \ihy w·ere war-like Hel vetians dism ntented? 
Where was New Eel veti a ? How does the rnodern statute mile 
compare wi th the 11mille pas sus" of the Rom8ns '? 
\1\!nat do the f ollowing English words mean and from what 
Latin words are they derived? 
cupidity, induct, agrariru~, facility, continet, arbitration 
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latitude, altitude, vagabond. 
When you feel you have mastered all the subject matter up 
to this p oin t ask for progress test number one. 
IV. Read Book I, chapter 3. 
Give Engli sh equivalents for the following Latin words: 
proficiscor, sero, profectio, legatio, principatus, item. 
Review syntax: 11 ad"with gerund 145; 588 
11 ad"with future passive participle 145 
purpose clauses 71; 582, 2 
volitive substantive clauses 139; 582, 5 
indirect statement 589, 4 
1.'vhat preparations did the Helvetians make for their 
intended migration? What was Orgetorix commissioned to do? 
Who was Casticus? Dumnorix? \11Jhat did Orgetorix plan to do? 
How did Orgetorix cement his alliance with Dumnorix? 
What type of alliances are rome times cemented by marriage 
today? 
What do the following En§. ish ·· words mean and from what 
Latin words are they derived? 
itinerary, biennial, imperialism, mile. 
v. Read Book I, chapter 4. 
Give English equivalents for the following Latin words; 
mos, vinculus, damno, ignis, cremo, eripio, morior, susp icor, 
eodem ( adv. ) • 
Review syntax: descriptive 11 cum 11 clauses 103; 582, 11 
indirect statement 589, 4 
What did the Helvetians do when they discovered the plot 
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of Orgetorix? What was the penalty for such a crime? How did 
Orgetorix escap e? Did the Helvetians succeed in recapturing 
him? V\fb.y? 
What outstanding figures of recent time have t~~en or 
been suspected of taking the 11 easy way out''? Is suicide ever 
justifiable? Does a person have to be a brave man or a 
coward to take his own life? 
What do the following English words mean and from what 
Latin words are they derived? 
conduct, crematory 
VI. Read Book I, chapter 5. 
Give English equivalents for the following Latin words: 
vicus, incendo, comburo, reditus, tollo, subeo, transeo. 
Review syntax: 11 ad 11 with future passive participle 145 
volitive substantive clauses 139; 582, 5 
purpose clauses 71; 582, 2 
ablative absolute 577, 8 
indirect statement 589, .4 
What did the Helvetians do after the death of Orgetorix? 
What tribes did they persuade to join them? 
Is it g ood policy to b urn your bridges behind you? How 
does the action of the Helvetians compare wi t h the "scorched 
earth" policy of the recent war? 
What do the following English words mean and from what 
Latin words were they derived? 
mortuary, finish, edifice, constitution exit, combustible, 
factorv relic, social. 
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VII. Read Book I, chapter 6. 
Give English equivalents for the following Latin words: 
angustus , impendeo, expeditus, fluo, vadu~, qua (adv.), patior 
Review syntax: result clauses 89; 582, 8 
indirect statement 589, 4 
volitive substantive clauses 139; 582, 5 
ablative absolute 577, 8 
iNhat two routes wer e possible for the migrating Helvetians? 
Which one did they decide to use? Why? v'Vhat f'rontier town 
was nearest to the Helvetians? Where was the most likely spot 
to cross the Rhone? \IVhen did the Helvetians arrive at this spot 
Is it best to take the line of least resistance? How did 
the Romans compute dates? vVhat changes have been made in 
the calendar since Caesar 1 s time? 
What do the following English words mean and from what 
Latin words are they derived? 
duet, possible, convene, domestic, alternate, calendar, impend, 
expedient. 
When you feel you have mastered all the subject matter up 
to this point ask for progress test numb er two. 
VIII. Read Book I, chapter 7. 
Give English equivalents for the following Latin words: 
ulterior, adventus, delibero, rescindo. 
Review syntax; volitive substantive clauses 139; 582, 5 
indirect statement 589, 4 
descriptive 11 cumn clauses 103; 582 
11 
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Where was Caesar ~hen he heard what the Helvetians were 
doing? What did he do when he received the news? · What orders 
did he give? What did Caesar tell the envoys of the Helvetians ? 
What peculiarlty of Caesar's style do we first discover in this 
chapter? 
When is it good strategy to "stall n for time in athletic 
contests? How do United States Senators sometimes "stall"? 
How does this chap ter give us an indication of when to move 
quickly and when to 11 delay the game"? 
What do the following English words mean and fram what 
Lat in words are they derived? 
mature, militia, certain, urban, rescind, license, total, 
advent, de liberate. 
IX. Read Book I, chapter 8. 
Give English equivalents for the following Latin words: 
murus, fossa, reverto, munitio, concursus, telum, conatus, 
desisto, dispone, nego. 
Review syntax: ablative absolute 577, 8 
indirect statement 589, 4 
purpose clauses 71; 582, 2 
How did Caesar fortify the Rhone? When the Helvetian 
envoys returned what did he tell them? What did the Helvetians 
then try to do? 
What quality of the successful commander does Caesar 
exhibit in this che.pter ? How can you put this quality to use 
in vour school work? In your life outside school? 
\1\Jhat do the following English words mean and from what 
Latin words are they derived? 
interim, pedal, revert, divide, operation, negative, mural, 
perfect, moral, repulse, prohibit, navy, junction. 
X. Read Book I, chapter 9. 
Give English equivalents for the following Latin words: 
invitus, angustiae, impetro, volo. 
Review syntax: ablative absolute 577, 8 
purpose clauses 71; 582, 8 
volitive substantive clauses 139; 582, 5 
descriptive 11 cumu clauses 103; 582, 11 
After being stopped by Caesar what did the Helvetians do? 
Why was Dumnorix willing to intercede for them? Why did 
the Sequani and Helvetians exchange hostages? 
What modern nations hold hostages? Would you consider a 
hockey player in the penalty box a hostage? Do we have politi-
cal go-betweens or 11fixers 11 today? What is a 11 5 per center"? 
V'lhat do the following English words mean and from what 
Latin words are they derived? 
relinquish, donation, benefit, spontaneous, filial, patient, 
gratitude, plural , injury. 
XI. Read Book I, chapter 10. 
Give English equivalents for the following Latin words: 
hiemo, hiberna. 
Review syntax: indirect statement 589, 4 
substantive clause of result 139; 582, 9 
ablative absolute 577, 8 
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What did Caesar think of the Helvetians' move? Whom did 
Caesar leave in charge of the fortifications? Where did Caesai 
go? Why? On his way back to further Gaul what tribes tried tc 
stop him? Where did Caesar finally arrive with his army? 
Wha t excuses do powerful nations give for adding to thet r 
terr itory? Why did England and France declare war on Germany 
in World War II? Should a large nation fignt to defend a 
smaller friendly nation? Should nations and individuals obey 
the same general laws? 
What do the following Eng lish words mean and from What 
Latin words are they derived? 
renounce, intelligence, population, animate, future, occupy, 
absent, bellicose, conscription, hibernate. 
When you feel you have mastered all the subject matter 
up to this point ask for progress test number three. 
XII. Read Book I, chapter 11. 
Give English equivalents for the following Latin words: 
populor, consumo. 
Review syntax: descriptive ncum 11 clauses 103; 582, 11 
purpose clauses 71; 582, 2 
ablative absolute 577, 8 
indirect statement 589, 4 
future passive participle expressing 
obligation 133-34; 587 
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Why did the Haeduans send envoys to Caesar? What complairlts 
did the Ambarri and Allobroges make? What did Caesar decide 
=1j====-==-=-==--=--=-=--==--=·======--=-=-=-=-=---====-=-==-=--=--======-=-=--=-=~-=J!=-~3~ -=-= 
to do? 
What modern small countries have appealed to large ones fo 
protection? Why do larger countries sometimes come to the aid 
of small ones? Is there a sense of "fair play" among nations? 
What do the following English words mean and from what 
Latin words are they derived? 
copious, soil, hostile, auxiliary, fugitive, consume, 
temporary, demonstrate. 
XIII. Read Book I, chapter 12. 
Give English equ ivalents for the following Latin words: 
explorator, aggredior, pagus, iugum sive ••• sive, ulciscor. 
Review syntax: indirect statement 589, 4 
descriptive 11 cum 11 clauses 103; 582, 11 
What did his scouts tell Caesar? VVben did he leave his 
camp? How many legions did he take? What part of the Helveti 
force did he attack? What was the result of this battle<? 
Why did Caesar think that the defeat of this particular canton 
was a peculiar turn of fate? 
What is opportunity? In what way does Caesar show us how 
to discover and take advantage of opportunity? Does chance 
(casu) play an important part in our lives? 
What do the following English words mean and from what 
Latin words are they derived? 
explorer, impede, subjugate, quart, aggressive, prince, 
vigilant, mandatory, penalty, sole . 
c. Student aids 
The simplified versions which follow are intended to 
bridge the gap in the difficulty of made Latin and Caesar's 
classical Latin. It is intended that students of high ability 
should do without them entirely. Students of medium ab i lity 
should use · them sparingly and perhaps not at all toward the 
end of the unit. Students of low ability may have to dep end 
on them entirely for reading comp rehension. Consequently, use 
of these simplified versions will be under the direct control 
of the teacher. 
Caesar 1 s Gallic War, Book I, Chapter 1 
Vocabulary 
divido,-ere,-visi,-visus 
propterea quod, 
fere, 
cotidianus,-a,-um, 
initium,-i, 
orior, oriri, ortus sum, 
occasus,-us, 
occaus solis, 
Text 
divide, sep arate 
because 
almost 
daily 
beginning 
arise, rise 
going down 
sunset 
Gallia est om..7l.is divisa in partes tres. Harum Belgae 
unam incolunt, aliam Aquitani, tertiam Celtae, quos nos Galles 
appellamus, Hi omnes lingua, institutis, legibus inter se 
differunt. Garunna flumen Galles (Celtas) ab Aquitanis 
dividit. Jlliatrona et Sequana Galles a Belgis dividit. 
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Horum omnium fortissimi sunt Belgae , propterea quod a 
cultu atque hum.anitate Provinciae longissimae absunt . 
IVIercatores minime saepe ea important quae ad animos 
effeminandos pertinent . Pr oximi Gerruani s sunt, qui trans 
Rhenum incolunt . Belgae cum Germanis semper bellum gerunt . 
Olb. eandem causam Hel vetii reliquo s Gal los virtute superant , 
propterea quod cum Germanis f ere cotidiana proelia pugnant . 
Aliis diebus Helvetii suis finibus Germanos prohibent , aliis 
diebus ipsi in eorum fin i bus bellum gerunt . 
Fines Gallorum. a flumine Rhodano initium ~;apit . Garunna 
flumine , Oceano , finibus Belgarum. continentur . Rhenum flum.en 
attingit ab Helvetiis e t Sequanis . Ad septentriones vergit . 
Fines Belgarum ab extremi s f i nibus Gallorum oriuntur et ad 
inferiorem partem Rheni fluminis p ertinent . Spectant in 
septentriones et orientem salem. Aquitania a Garunna flumine 
ad Pyrenaeos montes et illam partem Oceani quae est ad 
Hispaniam p ertinent. Spectat inter septriones et occasum 
solis . 
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Caesar's Gallic 'dar, Book I, Chapter 2 
Vocabul ary 
coniuratio,-nis, 
exeo,-ire,-ii,-iturus, 
undique, 
fio, fieri, factus sum 
vagor, vagari, vagatus sum 
conspiracy 
go out 
everywhere 
become, be made, happen 
roam 
arbitror; arbitrari, arbitratus sum, think 
pat eo ,-ere, patui, 
bello,-are,-avi,-atus, 
Text 
extend 
carry on war, fi ght 
Apud Helvetios, longe nobilissimus erat Orgetorix . I s , 
M. Massala et M. Pisone consulibus, inductus cupidi tate regni 
coniurationem nobilitatis fecit. Civibus persuasit ut de 
finibus suis cum omnibus copiis exirent. 
Eis facilius persuasit propterea quod undique Helvetii 
nat ura loci continentur, Una ex parte (on one side) altissimo 
et latissimo Rheno flumine continentur, qui agrum Helvetiorum 
a Germanis dividit; altera ex parte monte Iura altissimo qui 
Helvetios a Sequanis dividit; tertia, la cu Lemaru1o qui 
nostram provinciam ab Helvetiis dividit. 
His rebus fiebat ut Lunus late vagarentur et minus facile 
bellum finitimis inferre possent. Qua de causa homines 
cupidi bellandi magno dolore afficiebantur. Pro (in proportion 
to) multi tudinem aut em hominum et pro gloria tJJelli 
arbitrabantur se angustos fines habere . Sui fines in 
lo_n.zitudinem milia nassuum. CCXL, in lat.itudin~ CLXXX natebant. 
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Caesar's Gallic War , Book I, Chapter 3 
Vocabulary 
proficiscor, proficisci , profectus sum, set out 
sero,-ere, sevi, setus, plant, sow 
profectio ,-nis, departure 
legatio,-nis, 
principatus ,-us, 
item, 
Text 
embassy, mission 
leadership 
likewise 
His rebus adducti et auctoritate Orgetorigis permoti , 
Helvetii constituerunt comparare ea quae ad proficiscendum 
pertinent . Constituerunt quam maximum numerum carrorum emere, 
frumentma quam plurimum serere, ut in itinere copia frumenti 
esset, pacem et amicitiam cum proximis civitatibus confirmare. 
Putaverunt biennium ad eas res conficiendas satis sibi esse. 
In tertium annum profectionem lege confirmaverunt. 
Ad eas res conficiendas Orgeto rix delectus est. 
Legationem ad civitates suscepit. In eo itinere Castico, 
Sequano, persuasit ut in sua civitate regnum occuparet, quod 
pater habuerat antea. Itemque Dumnorigi, fratri Diviciaci, 
Haedui, qui eo tempore principatum in civitate obtinebat, 
persuasit ut idem conaretur. Ei filiam suam in matrimonium 
dedit. Orgetorix dixit se ipsum imperium suae civitatis 
obtenturwn esse. 
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Caesar's Gallic War, Book I, chapter 4 
Vocabulary 
mos, moris, 
vinculum,-i, 
damno,-are,-avi,-atus, 
ignis,-is, 
cremo,-are,-avi,-atus, 
eripio,-ere, eripui, ereptus, 
morior , mori, mortuus sum, 
suspicor ,-picari ,-:pie:atus sum, 
eodem (adv.), 
Text 
custom, whim 
bond, chain 
condemn 
fire 
burn 
snatch away, save 
die 
susp ect 
to the same plaee 
Ea res Helvetiis enuntiata est. Suis moribus Orgetorigem 
Oportebat eum damnatum causam ex vinculis dicere coegerunt. 
igni cremari. 
Die constituta ad iudicium, Orgetorix coegit undique 
omnem familiam, ad (about) decem milia hominum, et eodem 
conduxit omnes clientes, quorum magnum numerum habebat . Per 
eos se eripuit neque causam dixit. 
Cum civitas incitata ob eam rem suum ius ar1nis exsequi 
conaretur, et magistratus multitudinem how~num ex agris 
cogerent, Orgetorex mortuus est. Helvetii suspicati sunt 
eum i:psum interfecisse. 
Caesar's Gallic War, Book I, chapter 5 
Vocabulary 
vicus,-i, village 
incendo,-ere, incendi, incensus, burn 
comburo,-ere, combussi, combustus, burn up 
reditus,-us, return 
tollo,-ere, sustuli, sublatus, remove, take away 
subeo,-ire,-ii,-iturus, 
transeo,-ire,-ii,-iturus, 
Text 
undergo 
cross 
Post eius mortem Helvetii nihilo minus conati sunt id 
facere quod constituerunt, ut e suis f i nibus exirent. Ubi 
arbitrati sunt se ad eam rem paratos esse, omnia oppida, ad 
numerum duodecem, vicos ad quadringentos, et reliqua privata 
aedificia incenderunt. Omne frumentum combusserunt praeter 
quod secum portaturi erant, ut, spe reditus sublata, ad omnia 
pericula subeunda paratiores essent. 
Persuaserunt finitimis Rauracis, Tulingis et Latobrogibus, 
opp idis vicisque combustis, ut una secum proficiscerentur. 
Ad se receperunt socios Boies, qui trans Rhenum incoluerant 
et in agrum Noricum transierant et Noreiam oppugnabant. 
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Caesar's Gallic War, Book I, Chapter 6 
Vocabulary 
angustu s ,-a ,-um, 
i~vendeo,-ere,-,-, 
expeditus,-a,-um, 
fluo, -ere, ·· flU:xi, fluctus, 
influo, 
vadum,-i, 
qua (adv.), 
:patior , pati , passus sum, 
Text 
narrow 
hang over 
free, easy 
flow 
flow into 
ford 
where 
suffer, permit 
Erant omnino duo itinera quibus e domo exire poterant. 
Alterum erat per Sequanos, angustum et difficile, qua carri 
singuli vix duci poterant. Mons altissimus autem impendebat 
ut pauci facile eos prohihere possent. Alterum iter erat :p er 
provinciam nostram, multo facilius et expeditius, propterea 
quod Rhodanus inter fines Helvetiorum et Allobrogum fluit, 
et hoc flumen non nullis locis vado transitur. Genava est 
extremum oppidum .Allobrogum, proximum finibus Helvetiorum. 
Ex eo oppido pons ad Helvetios p ertinebat. Helvetii 
arbitrat i sunt se vel Allobrogibus persuasuros esse vel eos 
vi coacturos esse ut eos per fines ire paterentur . Omnibus 
rebus ad profectionem compara tis, diem dixerunt in qua die 
ad ripam Rhodani cinvenirent omnes. Is die erat ante diem 
quintum Kalendas Aprilis, L. Pisone M. Gabinio consulibus. 
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Caesar's Gallic War, Book I, chapter 7 
Vocabulary 
ulterior, ulterius, 
adven tus, -us, 
delibero,-are,-avi,-atus, 
rescindo,-ere,-scidi,-scissus, 
Text 
further 
arrival 
consider 
cut dovm, break down 
Cum id Caesari nuntiatum est eos per Provinciam iter 
facere conari, ex urbe proficisci maturavit . In ulteriorem 
Gallirurr contendit maximis itineribus quam poterat et ad 
Genavam pervenit. Imperavit toti Provinciae maximum. nurnerum 
militum. quam poterat (erat omnino in ulteriore Gallia una 
legio). Iussit pontem, qui erat ad Genavam, rescindi. 
Cum Helvetii de eius adven tu c;erti ores facti essent, 
legates nobilissimos civitatis ad eum miserunt. Hi 
rogaverunt ut liceret sibi per Provinciam iter facere. Caesar 
legatis respondit se diem (time) ad deliberandum sumpturum 
esse. 
====91=====================--------------
C.AESA..'l:t'S Gallic War, Book I, Chapter 8 
VOCABULA.J."LtY 
ra.urus , - i , 
fossa,-ae, 
reverto,-ere,-verti,-versus, 
munitio ,-nis, 
concursus,-us, 
telum,-i, 
conatus,-us, 
desisto,-ere,-stiti,-stiturus 
dispono,-ere,-posui,-positus, 
nego,-are,-avi,-atus, 
Text 
wall 
ditch 
return· 
fortification 
onset 
missile, weapon 
attempt 
cease 
put here and there 
deny, say not 
Interea perduxit murum fossamQue milia passuum XVIIII et 
in altitudinem pedum XVI ab lacu Lemanno, QUi in Rhodanum 
flumen influit, ad montem Iuram QUi fines SeQuanorum ab 
Helvetiis dividit. Eo opere confecto, praesidia disposuit, 
castella muni vi t, ut eos conantes tra;."lsire prohibere posset. 
Ubi ea dies QUam cum legatis constituerat venit, legati 
ad eum reverterunt. Negavit more et exemplo populi Romani se 
posse iter dare ulli per Provinciam. Ostendit eos conantes 
vim facere prohibiturum esse. Ea spe deiecti, alii Helvetii 
navibus coniunctis et compluribus ratibus factis, perrumpere 
conati sunt. Alii, vadis Rhodani, QUa altitudo flununis 
minima est, transire conati sunt. Id fecerunt non numQuam 
interdiu, saepius noctu. Sed repulsi munitione operis et 
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Caesar's Gallic War, Book I, chapter 9 
Vocabulary 
invitus ,-a,-um unwilling 
angustiae,-arum, narrowness 
imp etro, -are, -a vi, -atus, gain one's request 
volo velle, volui, wish 
Text 
Una via per Sequanos relinquebatur, qua, Sequanis i nvi tj s, 
non ire poterant propter angustias. Cura his sua sponte non 
persuadere possent , legatos ad Dumnorigem Haeduum miserunt , tt 
a Sequanis impetraret. Dumnorix gratia et donis apud Sequanos 
plurill1lllll poterat. Helvetiis amicus erat, q_uod ex ea civitat ~ 
filiam Orgetorigis in matrimonium duxerat. Adductus cupiditete 
re&~i, novis rebus studebat et quam pluximas civitates 
obstrictas suo beneficia voleb:at. Itaque rem susce-o it et a 
Sequanis impetravit ut Helvetios p er fines suos ire paterent~ r. 
Perfecit ut obsides inter se darent. Sequani obsides dederud t 
ne Helvetios itinere prohiberent; Helvetii ut sine iniuria 
transirent. 
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Vocabulary 
hiemo ,-are ,-avi, 
hiberna,-orum, 
Text 
Caesar's Gallic War, Book I, Chapter 10 
spend the winter 
winter quarters 
Caesari renuntiatum est Helvetiis animo esse per agrum 
Sequanorum et Haeduorum in fines Santonorum iter facere. 
Santoni non longe a finibus Tolosatum absw1t, quae civitas est 
in Provincia. Caesar intellegebat cum magno periculo 
Provinciae futurmn esse ut bellicosi homines, populo Romano 
inirtici, loca patentia maximeque frumentaria occuparent. 
Ob eas causas ei munitioni quam fecerat T. Labienum 
legatum praefecit. Ipse in Italiam magnis itineribus contendit 
et ibi duas legiones conscripsit . Tres legiones quae circum 
Aquileiam hiemabant ex hibernis eduxit . Proximo itinere i n 
Galliam ulteriorem per Alpes cum his quinque legionibus 
ire con tendit . 
Ibi Ceutrones et Graioceli et Caturiges, superioribus 
locis occupatis, itinere exercitQm prohibere conati sunt. 
His repilsis con~luribus proeliis, ab Ocelo, oppido extreme 
citerioris provinciae, in fines Vocontorum ulterioris 
provinciae septimo die p.erveni t. Inde exerci tum in fines 
Allobrogma duxit, ab Allobrogibus in Segusiavos. Hi sunt 
extra Provincia, primi trans Rhodanmn. 
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Caesar's Gallic War, Book I, chapter 11 
Vocabulary 
popular, populari, populatus sum 
consumo,-ere,-sun~si,-sumptus, 
Text 
lay waste 
exhaust, destroy 
Helvetii iam suas copias per angustias et fines Sequanorum 
traduxerant. In fines Haeduorum pervenerant et eorum agros 
populabantur. Haedui , cum se suaque non defendere possent, 
legates ad Caesarem miserunt ut auxilium rogarent. Eadem 
temp ore .Ambarri, c onsanguinei Haeduorwn, Caesarem certiorem 
fecerunt, agris vastatis, se non facile vim hostium ab 
oppidis prohibere posse . Item Allobroges, qui vicos et 
possessiones trans Rhodanum habebant, ad Caesarem fugerunt 
et demonstraverunt sibi nihil praeter solum agri esse reliqui 
(nothing was left for them except the soil of the fields). 
Q.uibus rebus adductus Caesar statuit sHl1i non exspectandum 
esse dum, omnibus fortunis sociorum consumptis, Helvetii 
in Santonos pervenirent. 
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Caesar 's Gallic War , Book I, chapter 12 
Vocabulary 
ex:plorator,-ris, 
aggredior,-i, aggressus sum, 
pagus ,-i, 
iugurn,-i, 
sive ••• sive 
ulciscor,-i , ultus sum, 
Text 
scout 
attack 
canton, district 
yoke, ridge 
whether •••• or 
avenge, punish 
Flumen Arar per fines Haeduorum et Sequanorum in Rhodanum 
influit . Helvetii id ratis navibusq_ue iunctis transibant. Per 
exp loratores Caesar certior factus est Helvetios tres partes 
copiarum trans id fluraen traduxisse, sed quartam partem citra 
fluraen Ararim reliquam esse. Itaque de tertia vigilia ex 
castris cum tribus legionibus profectus, ad eam partem 
pervenit quae nondum flumen transierat . 
Eos impeditos aggressus magnam partem eorum occidit; 
reliqui se fugae mandaveruBt et in proxim~is silvis abdiderunt, 
Hie pagus Tigurinus a;pp ellaba.tur; nam ornnis civitas Hel vetiae 
in quattuor partes aut pages divisa est. Hie unus pagus , cum 
domo exisset, memoria patrum nostrorum L. Cassium, consul em, 
interfecerat et suum exercitum sub iugum miserat . 
Ita sive casu sive consilio deorum i mmortalium, ea pars 
civitatis Helvetiae quae insignem calamitatem populo Romano 
intulerat , princeps poenam dedit . Qua in re, Caesar non solum 
publicas sed etiam p rivatas iniurias ultus est ; nam Tigurini 
L . Pisone.m , legatum , avQm soceri Caesaris, eadem proelio 
quo Cassium interfecerunt . 
D. Optional related activities 
I. Art 
Make a drawing or paint in.g in crayon, water color , oil or 
black and white of one of the following suhj ects: 
a . Roman infantryman. Of. Latin for Americans II,p . 249 . 
b. Julius Caesar. Of. ~Second Latin Book, p . 257 . 
c. A Roman Sentry . Of . New Second Latin Book, p .281. 
d . Roman soldier on the march . Of. New Second Latin 
~' p . 276. 
e. A l arge colored map of Gaul showing Caesar's movements 
during the Helvetian camp aign . Do not turn in a tracing paper 
map . 
II . Book Revi ews 
Submit a book review of one of the books listed below or 
any book approved by the teacher . See if your English teacher 
will accept such a review for an a ssignment . 
Anderson , Paul L. 
Anderson, Paul L. 
With the Eagles. 
For Freedom and for Gaul . 
Davis, William Stearns. A Friend of Caesar . 
Fowler, T.if . W. 
Holmes , T. Rice . 
Harlbut, Stephen A. 
Lamprey , L. 
McCartney , E . S . 
lV.Ii tchison, Na omi . 
iNells , R. F . 
Wells, R. F . 
Julius Caesar. 
Caesar's Conguest of Gaul . 
~ Caesar in France. 
Long Ago in Gaul . 
Warfare .Qll Land and Sea. 
The Conquered. 
With Caesar's Legions . 
On Lend and Sea with Caesar. 
Whitehead, A.C . The Standard Bearer. 
You may use any form you like in book reviews but make 
sure you cover the following :points: 
What historical figures appear in the book? Did you learn 
any thing new about them from the book? Did you learn any 
thing new about life in the days of Caesar? Did you like the 
book? Why? Would you advise a friend to read it? 
III. Dramatization 
a. Write, rehearse and produce a short dramatization of 
an incident connected with the text, e.g. Orgetorix and his 
plot, the Roman-Helvetian conference, the battle of the Arar. 
b . Rehearse and produce the assassination scene from 
Shakespeare's Julius Caesar. 
These are group activities. Groups are limited to five in 
number . 
IV. Handicraft 
a . From wood , soap or other r~terial carve a statuette 
of the Roman soldier. Cf. ~Second Latin Book . P• 263. 
b . ~fuke a model of one of the following weap ons: 
1. Turris ambulatoria. Of. New Second Latin Book. p.266. 
2. Aries . Cf. New Second Latin Book. p.268. 
3. Onager. Cf. ~Second Latin Book. p. 271. 
4. Catapult. Cf. ~Second Latin Book. p. 275. 
c. Make one or more of the following articles ·which may 
be used as exhibits of handwork or "props" for a dramatization. 
Use any suitable material. 
1. Roman helmet (suggested material, cardboa rd, metal, 
foil.) 
2. Roman sword (wood, light metal) 
3. Pike or javelin (pole with simulated metal point) 
4. Shield (leather or cloth over wooden frame, r Drrmed 
with simulated metal} 
5 . Standard (p ole surmounted by "metal" insignia and 
eagle.) 
V. Language comparison 
If you are familiar with a language other than English 
make a language comp arison along the following lines: 
Does this language have more in common with En glish or 
with La tin? Do adjectives p recede or follow their nouns? Is 
gender of any i mportance? Explain. Are verbs classified ac-
cording to conjugation? Do the verbs have as many forms a s i 
Latin verbs? Less than La tin but more than English? Does t his 
language contain many words similar in form and meaning to 
Engli sh words? Latin words? Does this language b elong to the 
Romance, Teutonic, Scandinavian, Slavic or other family of 
language s ? ··\fhat outstanding literature has been V'l'ri tten in 
this language? Approximately how many peo ·p le s peak the 
l an guage t oday? 
VI . Legal Latin 
How many Latin words and phrases can you find in the legal 
notice s of the daily pa per? Follow these notices for one week 
copying down all the Latin terms. Which ones occur most 
frequently? Do you think that Latin is of value to a lawyer? 
Ask at least one l awyer. Mak e a list of the Latin terms you 
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have discovered with their English meanings and pr epare to 
make an oral report to the class. v;hy do Lawyers retain these 
Latin legal terms? What Latin terms can you find in the 
Constitution of the United States? 
VII. Oral composition 
Suppose you are one of the Helvetian legates on the 
mission to obtain the right of way from Caesar. Develop a 
speech along the following lines in an attempt to persuade 
Caesar to grant your request. 
a. In your introduction "make a play" for Caesar's good-
will by flattery. 
b. Tell how great and powerful a nation the Helvetians 
are. 
c. Tell Caesar how fortunate the Romans would be to have 
such powerful allies. 
d. Assure Caesar that no harm vdll come to the Province 
if he agrees to grant your request. 
e. In a veiled subtle way suggest that a refusal from 
Caesar may mean serious trouble for the Romans. 
f. Conclude with an emotional appeal to Caesar and a 
prayer to the gods of hoth countries. 
Develop this speech and p rep are to deliver it orally in 
class. 
iiTII . Scrapbook 
Begin a scrapbook of clippings, photographs, cartoons, 
etc., which have reference to Latin or to Roman history and 
culture. 
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IA. Stamn collecting 
Ullman and Henry make liberal use of stamps in illustrat-
ing Latin for Americans II. If you are a collector perhaps yo 
could arrange one of the following specialized displays. 
a. Stamps bearing Latin mottoes . 
b. Stamps commemorating events in Roman history. 
c. Stamps portraying Roman gods or heroes. 
d. Stamps which refer in any way to Roman history, 
culture, or language. 
X. Writing 
a. Write the English to Latin sentences in Latin £2!. 
Americans II, paragraphs 339, 345, 347, 351, 355, 359. 
b. Translate any chapter of Book I into good idiomatic 
English. 
c .. Translate an article from "Res Gestae". 
d. Write a short original composition in Latin. 
e. Write an English composition on the life or character 
of Caesar. 
f . Write a composition comparing the Roman constitution 
to the United States constitution. 
g . Write a composition comparing the Roman legion to a 
modern division or regiment . 
h. Write a composition on any subject related to Roman 
history, language or culture. Be suxe to get the 
teacher's approval before you go ahead. 
XI . Original ideas 
I e in mind an ou would like to 
do in relation to this work ask for the teacher's approval 
to go ahead. 
Lis t of Materials and References for Pupils ' Use 
Abbot, Jacob. Julius Caesar. Makers of History Series. 
Akron: The Werner Company. 239 pp . 
Clough, A. H., e~tor, Plutarch's Lives. Boston: C.T. 
Brainard Publishing Company. Vol. IV, pp . 89-155. 
Leverett, F. P ., editor, Lexicon of the Latin Language. 
Boston: Rice and Kendall, 1852. 1023 pp. and English-
Latin Lexicon. Boston: Rice and Kendall, 1852. 318 pp., 
in one volume. 
~Gestae . Toronto: a newspaper in easy Latin. Issues of 
1949-50. 
Scudder , James W., Second Year Latin. New York: Allyn and 
Bacon , 1934. 641 PP• 
Ullman, B. L. and Henry, Norman E., Latin~ Amer icans II. 
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CAES.A.R'S GALLIC Vv.AR, I, 1-12 
This test consists of five parts . Do not sp end too much 
time on any one item. Answer the easier questions first, then 
return to the harder ones. 
Part I 
Directions: Read the following Latin paragraph carefully. 
Then put a plus sign (t) in the parentheses, if the English 
sentences agree vJith something that is said in the paragraph. 
If they do not so agree, put a zero {0) in the parentheses. 
Eodem die ab exploratoribus certior factus hostes sub 
monte consed.isse milia passuum ab ipsius castris octo, qualis 
esset natura montis et qualis in circuitu ascensus, explora-
tores qui cognoscerent misit. Renuntiatum est ascensum facilerr 
esse. De tertia vigilia T. Labienum legatum cum duabus 
legionibus et eis ducibus qui iter cognoverant, sunrraum iugum 
montis ascendere iubet; suum consilium ostendit. Ipse de 
quarta vigilia eodem itinere quo hostes ierant ad eos contendit, 
equitatwn omnem ante se mittit. P. Considius, qui rei 
militaris peritissimus habebatur et in exercitu L. Sullae et 
postea in M. Grassi fuerat, cum exploratoribus praemittitur. 
1. The enemy had set up camp on top of a mountain . 
2. The enemy were eight miles from his own (Caesar's 
camp. 
3. The mountain was very difficult to climb. 
4. Caesar ordered Labienus to seize the top of the 
the mountain. 
5. Caesar ordered the cavalry to remain behind 
( ) 
) 
( 
( ) 
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to protect the camp. ( ) 
6. He put Considius in charge of the rear guard . ( ) 
Part II 
·rite the English meanings for the following Latin wc.ds 
in the space provided. 
1. propterea quod 19. trans eo 
2 . fere 20. fluo 
3. cotidianus 21. influo 
4. coniuratio 22. vadum 
5. ex eo 23. murus 
6. undique 24. fossa 
7. proficiscor 25. reverto 
8 . pagus 26. conatus 
9 . profectio 27. desisto 
10. mos 28. volo 
11. vinculum 29. :populor 
12. damno 30 . con sumo 
13. eripio 31. iugum 
14. exsequor 32. sive •.• si ve 
15. con or 33 . ulciscor 
16. vicus 34. a ggredior 
17. incendo 35 . explorator 
18. comburo 
Part III 
In the blank space to the left of each number write the 
letter from the right-hand column that applies to the under-
lined construction. Letters may be used mor e than once . 
----~1. Civibus persuasit 
ut exirent . 
____ - 2 . His rebus fiebat & 
minus late vagarentur. 
___ 3. Se fines angustos 
habere arbitrantur. 
I 4. Ad eas res con-
--
ficiendas deligitur. 
5. Ut idem conaretur 
----
ei persuasit. 
a . "ad" with future passive 
participle 
b . volitive substantive clause 
c. purpose clause 
d. substantive clause of 
result 
e. result clause 
f . ablative absolute 
g . indirect statement 
h. descriptive ncum." clause 
______ 6 . Suspicantur ipsum se interfecisse. 
---
? • 1lons al tissimus im:pendeba t u t facile nauci urohibere 
:eossent . 
___ 8. Omnibus rebus comparatis, diem dicunt . 
____ 9. Castella munit uti eos prohibere possit . 
10. Cum id nuntiatum esset, maturavit ab urbe profisci . 
-----
11. Certior factus est eos tres -o arte s traduxisse . 
--:=..· 
12 . Locis superioribus occupatis , im~etma fecit . 
-----
__ 1:=..3• Legates ad Dumnorigem ~i,s_erunt ut a Sequanis imnetraret~ 
__ 1-.4. I ntellegebat magno cum periculo Provinciae futurum esse 
___ 15 . His pulsis, per Alpes ire contendit. 
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Part IV 
Direct ions: Put a plus sign ( ~) in the parentheses if the 
statement is true. Put a zero in the parentheses if the 
statement is false. 
1. The modern French language is more closely related to 
german than it is to Latin. ( ) 
2 . Vlashington, Jefferson and Jacks on have been called 
the American Triumvirate . ( 
3. All Gaul was divided into three parts . 
, 4. Modern France is divided into departments. 
1 5 . Orgetorix was a Belgian leader . 
( 
( ) 
( ) 
( } 
( 
6 . Part of California was once called New Helvetia . 
7 . Casticus married the daughter of Orgetorix. 
8. Political alliances are frequently cemented by 
marriage today . ) 
The legal penalty for the crime of Orgetorix was exile. 
10. Suicide is someti mes the only way to "save face" . 
11 . 
11 12. 
The Helvetians set fire to their own towns and villages .( ) 
Russia employed the "scorched earthn policy against 
I Napoleon and Hitler. 
13. There were many routes by which the Helvetians could 
depart • . 
The right way is the "easiest" way. 
Caesar fow1d five legions at Geneva. 
{ ) 
( 
( 
( } 
16 . Caesar writes in an egotistical manner. ( ) 
117. Caesar refused to allow the Helvetians to pass through ) 
I the Province . 
. / 
18. The filibuster is a tecrillique used in the United 
States Senate to rush through legislation. 
19. Dumnorix interceded with the Sequani in behalf of 
( } 
the Helvetians . ( ) 
20. Salesmen working on commission are known as "five 
per centers". ( ) 
21. Caesar put Cicero in charge of the fortifications 
on the Rhone. ( ) 
22. Part of the secret of Caesar's success was his slovY, 
deliberate, well-planned movements . ( ) 
23. The Helvetians passed peaceably through the lands 
along their route. 
Today nations do not try to protect smaller 
neighbors. 
25. Caesar defeated half the Helvetian force at the 
Arar river • 
26. Chance plays a big part in most htunan affairs 
( } 
( 
( 
) 
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Part V 
Directi ons: In the middle column write the meaning of 
the English word . In the right-hand column writ e the Latin 
word from which it is derived . The first word is done as a 
sample . 
English Word 
different 
fortitude 
solar 
facility 
agrarian 
vagabond 
itinerary 
cogent 
factory 
relic 
expedient 
license 
pedal 
moral 
relinquish 
intelligence 
subjugate 
penalty 
Meaning 
unlike 
1. 
3 . 
5 . 
7. 
9 . 
11 . 
13. 
15. 
17 . 
19 . 
21. 
23 . 
25 . 
27. 
29. 
31 . 
33 . 
Latin word from which 
derived 
differo 
2. ______________ _ 
4. ____________ __ 
6. ______________ _ 
8. ______________ _ 
10 . 
--------------
1 .2. _______ _ 
14 . ____________ __ 
16 . ____________ __ 
18. ____________ __ 
20. ____________ __ 
22. ______________ _ 
24 . ______________ _ 
26. 
----------------
28. ____________ __ 
30 . ____________ __ 
32 . ____________ __ 
34 . ______________ _ 
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Progress Test 1 
Write the English meaning for the following Latin words in 
the space provided . 
1. initium 5. vagor 
2. orior 6. arbitror 
3. occasus 7. pateo 
4. fio 
r,Jake a cross to the left of the nu..rnb:er if the statement 
is false. Make a circl e if the statement is true . 
8. Cum Pomp eio et Grasso Caesar primum triumviratu..m fe cit. 
9 . Gallia est divi s a in partes quinque . 
10 . For tissimi Gallorum sunt Aquitani . 
11 . Helvetii saepe cum Germanis bellum gerebant . 
12 . Orgetorix erat nobilissimus Gen1mnorura . 
__ 13 . Orgetorix Helvetiis persuasit ut de suis finibus exirent . 
In the blank space at the left of each nuraber \vrite the 
let t er from the right-hand coluran that applies to the 
underlined construction . 
__ 14 . I mp ortant ea quae perti- a . volitive substantiv e 
clause nent ad effeminandos animos . 
15 . P ersuasit civibus ut de b . indirect statement 
finibus exirent. 
16 . Fiebat ut minus late 
vagarentur . 
17. Arbitrabantur se fines 
c . n ad 11 with gerund 
d. "adT1 wi th future passive 
participle 
e. substantive clause of 
angustos habere . result 
f . pur ose clause 
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In the space provided write the Latin word from which the 
following Eng lish words are derived. 
18. effeminate 24. continent 
19. contend 25. induct 
20. orient 26. latitude 
21 . obtain 27. altitude 
22. initial 28. arbitration 
23. cupidity 
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2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Progress Test 2 
Vfrite the English meaning for the follovling Latin words 
the sp ace :p rovided. 
legatio 8 . suspicor 
:principatus 9. reditus 
item 10. tollo 
ignis 11 . sub eo 
cremo 12. angustus 
constituo 13. impend eo 
morior 14. exp edi tus 
19. Rauraci erant socii Helvetiorum. 
20. Erant mu1ta itinera quibus Helvetii domo exire possent . 
21 . Rhodanus fluit inter fines Allobrogum et fines 
Helvetiorum. 
In the space provided write the Latin word from which the 
following English words are derived. 
22. biennial 27 . mortuary 
23 . imperialism .·.2s. constitution 
i 24. mile 29. finish 
25. conduct 30 . exit 
26. crematory 31. edifice 
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----------
32 . combustible 37 . possible 
33 . social 38 . alternate 
1 34. duet 39 . calendar 
35. domestic 40 . convene 
I ,..,. ,. 
vo. impend 41 . expedient 
In the blank space at the left of each number write the 
letter from the right-hand column that applies t o the 
underlined construction . 
42. Ad eas res confi ciendas, a . " ad" with gertmd 
i lle deligi tur . 
1 __ 4 3. Ei persuasit ut 
regnum occuparet. 
44 . Parabant ea quae ad 
b . purpose clause 
c . indirect statement 
d . " ad" witih future passive 
participle 
proficis cendum pertinent . e. volitive substantive 
45 . Di xit se imuer i um clause 
obtenturum esse. f . ablative absolute 
46. 0Qm civitas ius ex- g . descriptive " cum" clause 
sequi conaretur, mortuus 
est . 
47 . Ad earn rem paratos esse arbi trati sunt. 
48 . Frumentum omne comburunt ut paratiores essent . 
49 . Oppidis combust is , discesserunt . 
50 . Mons al tissimus impendebat, ut pauci facile prohibere 
poss ent . 
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Progress Test 3 
Vlri te the English meaning for the following Latin words in 
the space provided . 
1. ulterior 7 . invitus 
2. adventus 8 . angustiae 
3. delibero g ·. impetro 
4. munitio 10. hiemo 
5. concursus 11. hiberna 
6. telum 
Make a cross (x) to the left of the number if the state-
ment is false . Make a circle (o) if the statement is true. 
12. Caesar invenit tres legiones ad Genavam. 
__ 13. Belgae legates ad Caesarem 1niserunt . 
_14. Helvetii cup iverunt per I)rovinciam iter faeere . 
15. Helvetii non Rhodanum transire conati sunt. 
16 . Helvetii legates ad Dumnorigem miserunt. 
__ 17 . Germani et Helvetii obsides inter se dederunt. 
__ 18. Caesar Labienum munitioni praefecit. 
19. Caesar quinque legiones ex Italia eduxit. 
In the space provided write the Latin word from which the 
following English words are derived. 
20. mature 2 6 . certain 
21. urban 27. deliberate 
22 . total 28 . interim 
23. militia 29. divide 
24. rescind 30. mural 
25 . advent 31. operation 
3 
--- ---
32. perfee:t 44. benefit 
33. prohibit 45. patient 
34 . revert 46. injury 
35 . negative 4? . renounce 
36 . navy 48 . animate 
3?. junction 49 . absent 
38 . repulse 50 . future 
39. spontaneous 51. bellico se 
40 . gratitude 52 . occupy 
41 . donation 53. conscription 
42 . fil ial 54. population 
43 . p lura l 55 . hibernate 
In the blank space at the left of each numbe1· write the 
letter from the right-hand column that applies to the 
underlined const ruct ion. 
56. Ca esari cum id nuntiatum a. indirect statement 
esset in Gall i am contendit . b . "ad" with gerund 
5? . Caesarem respondit se diem c . volitive substantive 
ad deliberandum sumpturum 
esse . 
58. Nega t se posse iter per 
Provinciam dare . 
59 . Navib us ratibusoue 
clause 
d. descriptive ucumu clause 
e . pur p ose clause 
f. ablative absolute 
iunctis , transire conati sunt . 
60 . Legatos a d eum miserunt, ut a Seauanis i ml)et raret . 
61 . Rogaverunt ut sibi iter facere . 
======~~-==-~--=-==-=~~=-============================================~b7~=== 
CHAPTE..."q I II 
RESULTS OF TEACHING THE urUT ON CAESAR'S GALLIC Vv.AR 
Results of ob ,i e cti ve testing. The unit began and ended 
with an objective test . The wr iter originally i ntended to 
use the s a me test as 11re- and final test. However , as the 
unit p r ogressed the writer had reason to believe that some 
of the p up ils expect ed to get the pre-test again at the end 
of the unit. Consequently , parts II and V, vocabulary and 
derivatives resp ectively, were revised for the final mastery 
test. The pre- and maste r y test were different forms of the 
s ame test . Students willing to guess seemed to make better 
l scores on t he pre-test though all were encouraged to try 
I to answer all questions . Mos t did fairly well on the reading 
comp rehension, so well, in fact, that the writer c1oubt s the 
validity of tiiis particular section as a measure of the 
ability to read Caesar. Some stud ents were a ble to do f airly 
well on the vocabulary section by guess ing at meanings of 
words from Latin and English cognate s .. The class in general 
mad e a poor showing on the syntax section of the test, 
probably because e xam:ples of syntax were tak en from Caesar 
and the context and vo cabulary were unfamiliar . As exp ected, 
t he resp onses to i terns on the content of the first t v1el ve 
chapter s of Caesar 's Gallic War were less than 50% correct . 
S ome of the brighter pupils did not a tterEp t to answer many 
of these questions and consequently, got lower scores than 
t he i r less gifted classmates. Generally those who tried to 
outguess the test in this section failed to do so. Some of 
the brighter students did fairly well on the derivative 
section and all students got some of these items correct. 
Figure 1 shows a relative growth scale, made f rom Table VI, 
of the scores made by the class on the pre-test . 
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FIGURE 1 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON PRE- TEST OF UNIT 
J 
Scores on the final test show a wide distribution, though 
the average was high. 'l'he revision of the test s eems to have 
been effective. One very poor student scored less on the final 
test than on the pre-test. At the present time the writer has 
been unable to ascertain the definite reason for this minus 
11 gain 11 but there was probably more tension during the f'inal 
test as students l{new that thi s test was going to "count ". Even 
the brighter students thought the unrevised sections of the fi -
nal test looked different. The distribution of scores on the 
'/ final test app r oxi mates the normal curve more closely than does 
the distribution ot scores on the pre-test. As far as 
distribution of scores is concerned the test was quite 
satisfactory. Figure 2 shows a relative g r owth scale, made 
from 'I'able VI I, of the s cores made by t he cl a ss on t he f i nal 
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mastery test. 
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F I GURE 2 · 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON PINAL 'l'EST 
The differen ce bet ween each pupil ' s final test score and 
b.is pre-test s core shows the gain made by him during the 
stu dy of the unit. The girl who had a negs.ti ve gain was n ot 
considered in this distribution. The average gain was satis-
factory but the 1JIIriter feels t hat pupils at the lower end 
of the scale did not accomplish as much as t hey should. 
A relative growth scale of gains made on the final test is 
shown in Figure 3. This scale was figured from Table VIII. 
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FIGURE 3 
DISTRIBUTION OF PUPILS ' GAI NS 
TABLE V 
RESULTS OJ:t' PRE- Al~D F I NAL 'l'EST 
CAESAR 'S GALLIC WAR 
Pupil Pre-test 
Score 
Final test 
Score 
1 55 49 - 6 
2 41 90 49 
3 52 73 21 
4 43 82 39 
5 57 71 14 
6 41 65 24 
7 57 105 48 
8 63 87 24 
9 68 105 37 
10 39 77 38 
11 41 93 52 
12 50 111 61 
13 61 88 27 
14 45 79 34 
15 33 81 48 
16 52 69 17 
17 60 78 18 
18 45 112 67 
19 43 106 63 
20 63 103 40 
21 39 109 70 
22 54 87 33 
23 32 72 40 
24 43 82 39 
25 43 68 25 
26 61 105 44 
27 65 104 39 
28 44 88 44 
29 54 95 41 
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TABLE VI 
CALCULA'I1ION OF' IviEAN AND STAHDAHD DEVI A'riON 
OF 'rOTAL SCORES ON PRE--TEST 
Raw scores in 
class intervals 
of three 
Frequency 
( 1) (2) 
68-70 •••••••••• 1 
65-67 . ......... 1 
62-64 ••••.••••• 2 
59-61 •••••••••• 3 
56-58 •••.•.••.• 2 
53-55 . ....... .. 3 
50-52 • ......... 3 
47-49 •••••.•.•• 0 
44-46 .......... 3 
41-43 ••....•.•• 7 
38-40 . ... . ..... 2 
35-37 .......... 0 
32-34 •••.•.•••• 2 
Totals •••••• ••• 
M A.M. .f. (sum of FD I N) ::: -
' 
M 48 + (17 I 29) 3 = - X 
' 
SD =Vsum FD.,_ - c.,_ 
N 
SD 
-V315 • 34 3 -- X -
29 
:: 
X 
X 
Deviations 
of class 
intervals 
above and 
below an 
assumed 
mean 
(3) 
f7 
f6 
f5 
+4 
+3 
+2 
f l 
0 
-1 
-2 
-3 
-4 
-5 
c.i. 
49.76 
c.i. 
9.72 
Product 
of 
column 
( 2) and 
column 
( 3 ) 
( 4) 
f7 
f6 
flO 
+1 2 
+6 
+6 
f 3 
0 
-3 
:.014 
-6 
0 
-10 
17 
Product 
of 
column 
(3) and 
column 
( 4) 
(5) 
49 
36 
50 
48 
18 
12 
3 
0 
3 
28 
18 
0 
50 
315 
79 
TABLE VI I 
CALCULATION OF ME.A.L"1 .AND STANDARD DEVIATION 
OF TOTAL SCORES ON FDJAL TEST 
Raw scores in 
class intervals Frequency 
of five 
(1) {2} 
108-112 ..... . .... 3 
103-107 .. . ... . ... 6 
98-102 ........ . • 0 
93-97 ........... 2 
88-92 ........... 3 
83-87 ........... 2 
78-82 .... • • • . . • • 5 
73-77 ........ .. . 2 
68-72 ...... . . . .. 4 
63-67 ...... . . . . . . 1 
58-62 ...... . .... 0 
53-57 .... .. ..... 0 
48- 52 ........... 1 
Totals ••••••.••• 29 
Devi ations 
of class 
intervals 
above and 
bel ow an 
assumed me an 
(3) 
-1- 6 
."- 5 
"-4 
+3 
t~ 
0 
- 1 
- 2 
- 3 
-4 
-5 
-6 
M = A.M. 1- (sum of FD :... N) x c .i. 
M = 8 0 f (43 + 29) X 5 = 87 . 4 
SD =-vsum FD..._ - c"' 
N 
SD -= v353 - 2 . 19 
29 
x c . i. 
X 5 = 1 5 , 65 
Product 
of 
column 
(2) and 
column 
( 3) 
( 4) 
+18 
"- 30 
0 
~ 6 
t 6 
+2 
0 
-2 
- 8 
-3 
0 
0 
- 6 
43 
Product 
of 
column 
(3) and 
column 
( 4) 
( 5) 
108 
150 
0 
18 
12 
2 
0 
2 
16 
9 
0 
0 
36 
353 
80 
81 
TABLE VIII 
CALCULATION OF MEAN AND STM~ARD DEVIATION 
OF FUPILS ' GAINS ON FINAL TEST 
Deviations Product Product 
Raw scores of class of of 
in class Frequency intervals column column 
intervals above and (2) and (3) and 
of three below an column column 
assumed (3) (4) 
mea111i 
(1) (2} ( 3) ( 4) (5} 
68-?0 . ......... 1 -l-10 .J.lO 100 
65-67 •••••••••• 1 + 9 f 9 81 
62-64 •••.....•. 1 ~ 8 .J. 8 64 I 59-61 •••••••••• 1 ~ 7 l- ? 49 
56-58 . .•....... 0 l- 6 0 0 
53-55 •••••••••• 0 ~ 5 0 0 
50-52 •••••••••• 1 .J. 4 l- 4 16 
47-49 ........... 3 .J. 3 .J. 9 27 
44-46 . ......... 2 .J. 2 ~ 4 8 
41-43 . ......... 1 + 1 l- 1 1 
38-40 . ......... 6 0 0 0 
35-3? •••••••••• 1 - 1 - 1 1 
32-34 •••••••••• 2 
-
2 
-
2 8 
29-31 ...... .... 0 
-
3 0 0 
26-28 ••••.... .. 1 
-
4 
- 4 16 
23-25 •••••••••• 3 
-
5 -15 ?5 
20-22 ••••••••.• 1 - 6 - 6 36 
17-19 •••••••••• 2 - 7 -14 98 
14-16 •••• · •••••• 1 -8 -8 64 
Totals 28* 0 644 
M :::: 39 
SD 
-
ysum ~f FD.,_ X c.i. 
SD =~ X 3 - 13.4 -
28 
"Pnnil whn ~hnwetl_ n<=>D"!:>t:;"TT.,. cr <:>;D nnt". in~ nricrl 
--
82 
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TABLE IX 
SCORES ON PROGRESS TEST, FINAL TEST .AND TOTALS 
Test Test Test 
~upil Number 1 Number 2 Number 3 Fina l Total 
I 
1 22 33 45 49 149 
2 23 41 58 90 212 
3 22 42 60 73 1 97 
4 26 40 57 82 205 
5 25 42 60 '71 198 
6 23 42 56 65 186 
7 27 50 59 105 241 
8 26 48 61 87 222 
9 25 50 60 105 240 
10 22 35 50 77 184 
11 21 37 60 93 211 
12 27 50 59 111 247 
13 22 48 61 88 219 
14 25 47 57 79 208 
15 24 49 60 81 214 
16 22 43 40 69 174 
17 24 43 54 78 199 
18 26 50 60 112 248 
19 25 49 60 106 240 
20 26 48 59 103 236 
21 26 49 59 109 243 
22 25 38 58 87 208 
23 25 38 57 72 192 
24 24 48 56 82 210 
25 26 45 61 68 200 
26 27 49 61 105 242 
27 28 47 59 104 238 
28 26 43 58 88 215 
29 27 47 59 95 228 
I 
I 
TABLE X 
CALCULATION OF M~~ AND STAliDARD DEVIATION 
ON TOTAL SCORES OF ALL TESTS 
Raw scores 
in class 
intervals 
of seven 
Frequency 
Deviations 
of class 
intervals 
above and 
below an 
assumed 
mean 
(1) (2} (3) 
242-248 •••••••••• 4 +5 
235-241 •••••••.•• 5 ;.4 
228-234 •••••••••• 1 t3 
221-227 •••••••••• 1 t2 
214-220 ••••••••• . 3 t-1 
207-213 •••.•••.•. 5 0 
200-206 •••••.•••• 2 -1 
193-199 •.•••.•.•• 3 -2 
186-192 •••••••••. 2 -3 
179-185 •••••••••• 1 -4 
172-178 •••••••••• 1 -5 
165-171 •••••.•••• 0 -6 
157-164 ••••• • •••• 0 -7 
151-157 ••• • •••••• 0 -8 
144-150 •••••••••• 1 -9 
Totals 29 
M = A.M. t (sum of FD ' N) X c.i. -. 
M = 210 ~ (16 29) X 7 - 213.85 
- -. 
SD 
==v sum ~f FD- - c .,_ X c.i. 
SD = v 350 .29 -.r 7 - 24.08 - .A- -
. 29 
Product 
of 
column 
(2) and 
column 
(4) 
t20 
t20 
"' 
3 
+ 2 
+ 3 
0 
-
2 
-
6 
- 6 
- 4 
-
5 
0 
0 
0 
- 9 
16 
Product 
of 
column 
(3} and 
column 
( 5) 
100 
80 
9 
4 
3 
0 
2 
12 
18 
16 
25 
0 
0 
0 
81 
350 
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I n addition to the pre- and fin a l tests, three pro gress 
tests were administered throughout the unit. The scores of 
these tests end total p oints scored on the three p ro gress 
tests and the final test are shown in Table IX. As these 
totals rep resent all achievement measured during the unit 
assign.rnent the writer decided t o use these t o t a l s for marking 
purposes. The difference in the distribution curve between 
----these total p oint scores and that of the f inal test scores 
is probab ly accounted for by the fact that most students di d 
bet t er work i n the progress tests than in the final test. 
A relative gr owth scale of total po i nts scored on all t ests 
throughout the unit is shown in Figure 4. This scale was 
figured from Table X. 
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F IGURE 4 
DIS'I'RIBUTION OF 'l'O'rAL POINTS SCORED IN ALL UNI'l' TES'rS 
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Results of the log kent during the teaching of the u n it. · 
The class took twenty days for its study of the unit. This 
time included the period taken for the pre-test at the beginning 
and the period for the final test a.t the end. In addition p art 
of another period was taken for pupil evaluation of the unit. 
On the first day of the unit the pre-test was given to the 
class. The class was told that the test was diagnostic and 
could not affect their marks in any way. Nevertheless , the 
pupils proceeded with some misgivings and needed constant 
reassurance that the test would not "count". The whole period 
was used for this test. No papers were turned in early. 
On the second day of the unit the general study guides 
were distr:tbuted and the unit was introduced orally by the 
11 
teacher as described in chapter II. The study guide and 
introduction of the unit were received with great enthusiasm. 
Several girls expressed interest in dramatization as an 
optional related activity. One of the boys asked about stamp 
collecting. Two girls, who had been absent, took the pre-test. 
These girls got the lowest scores though both were of better 
than average ability. One of the brightest girls in the class 
immediately began to read the Latin section of the study guide 
a..n.d asked "Is supererat wrong?" She was told that the verb was 
from s1.mersum a compound of ~ and needed no further assistance 
The deadline for progress test 1 was set for the sixth day. 
v 
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FIGURE 5 
A VIEW OF THE CLASS STUDYING THE UNIT 
(Photograph taken by one of the students) 
====#=====~-~=~~-=-=-=============~~--- ----- ----~-c-== 
On the third d ay it was decided to allow students to take 
simplified versions at will for the time being. A few of the 
brighter students spurned the simplified versions but most were 
willing to take advantage of them. Those who tried to translate 
the text directly had difficulty and frequent questions for the 
teacher. Those using the simplified versions found the going 
easier. Several students had diff':tculty with the meaning of 
proconsul and the .American triumvirate. Through leading 
quest ions the teacher was able to elici_t the correct answers to 
these questions. Some of the boys expressed interest in 
dramatizing a scene from ShaKespeare 1 s nJulius Caesar". 
At the beginning of class on the fourth day one of the 
girls showed the teacher a typewritten translation of Chapter 1, 
e_s well as the answers to the questions on the study guide. 
When asked if she would like to turn it in as an optional 
activity she said she wanted it for her own use. Later during 
the period the teacher had to stop the circulation of this 
"key" among other members of the class. Several students were 
observed looking over the optional related activity cards. The 
Latin Lexicon was in frequent use for vocabulary and 
derivatives. One girl asked the meaning of 11 Qua de causa" and 
the teacher explained the use of the connecting relative. :More 
quest ions were asked concerning Chapter 1. One g irl, an average 
student, made the remark that the work was interesting and time 
went fast. 
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During class on the fifth day two girls Vl.rho were working 
together asked about r'New Helvetia". As no memb er of the class 
could answer the question the two girls were sent to the 
library to look it u p . As they were gone for some time, a 
third girl was sent with instructions to look under '!John Sutter" 
in the encyclopedia. Just before tb.e end of the period the 
girls returned with the co.rrect answer. This was the last 
class day before the deadline for progress test 1. No students 
had taken the test. The difficulty of the pre-test had made 
them cautious. 
Progress test 1 was given on the sixth day . Most of the 
students.were finished in about fifteen minutes. After all 
pa.p ers were in the teacher announced that nAn students would 
no longer be permitted the use of simplified versions . 'l'he 
teacher translated Chapter 3 orally for the class. The 
deadline fo r progress test 2 was set for the eleventh day. 
On the seventh day two students who had been absent the 
previous day were permitted to take progress test 1. The first 
optional related activities were received: a water colo r from 
one of the girls, a written tra.nslation of chapter 3 from one of 
the boys. The class had a discussion on the study guide 
questions bearing on chap ter 3. Only a few students desired 
the simpl ified versions of chapter 4. The writer found one boy 
using an interlinee.r translation and impounded this unauthorized 
11 s tudent aid" for the duration. 
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On the eighth day one of' the g i rls remarked , "'rhis is 
good,. this is wh at t hey do in college . Are we going to do this 
for the rest of the year? She seemed disappointed when the 
an swer was "No ". The writer tried to en courage the students to 
do more optional work . This had been slow coming in. 
On the ninth day the cl a ss was more noisy than usual. It 
was the last day of' the week and the clay before had been a 
holiday due to inclement weather . Up to t hi s p oint there had 
been n o restric tions on students working together and the 
privilege had not been abused. The writer announ ced t hat 
r estrictions would be put on working together for the rest of' 
the unit. Mo st of' the students were well advanced on the study 
gui des but said they were doing as mucb_ work as ever at home . 
At the beginni n g of' the tenth clay the writer announced 
that the class would work individually for the f irst half of 
the period. Working together was to be p ermit t ed the second 
half of the p eriod. At the request of some of the students the 
teacher explained volitive substantive clauses and substan t ive 
cl ause s of result to the class. Studen ts were ag ain urged to do 
optional related activities. 
Pro gress test 2 was administered the eleventh day . 
Students found it more difficult than the f irst. They had been 
accu stomed to such warning words as 11 ita11 , " tam", etc. , before 
result clauses and hence had d i fficulty in recognizing "Mons 
al tissimus imp endebat ut p auci eos prohibere possent ", as an 
examp le of a result clause. The writer announced that any 
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pupil who took a good p icture of the class at work would be 
given credit for an optional related activity. 
On the twelfth day two students who had been absent took 
progress test 2. One girl asked 11 \1\lb.en is it good policy to 
delay the game?" Other members of the class volunteered 
answers. Restrictions were removed on the use of simp lified 
versions of the text. 
On the thirteenth day one of the girls took pictures of the 
class. Another g·irl requested assistance in translating the 
f irst sentence of chapter 9. A third girl translated chapter 8 
as an optional related activity. The writer suggested that 
placards bearlng Latin mottoes be lettered as optional related 
activities. 
On the fourteenth day one of the girls went to the art 
department to procure drawing paper for those interested in 
art activities. From the beginning of the study of the unit the 
writer had made it a practice to walk up a:..11.d down the aisles 
during the class period. This particular day he found several 
students studying fo r a history test. The writer informed these 
students that he did not expect them to study Latin during 
istory period or vice versa. If they wished to use the period 
for some subject other than Latin they should ask p ermission to 
do so before going ahead. 
Many students were absent the fifteenth day because of a 
Jewish holiday. There seemed to be a spark of interest in 
optional related activities esp ecially in those related to art. 
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:Many questions were asked about hostages and "five per centers" 
On the sixteenth day progress test 3 was given . Most of 
the pupils took the whole period on this test . The writer 
selected one of the pictures taken the thirteenth day as an 
illustration for this paper (Figure 5) . Another girl tried to 
take pictures b;ut conditions were unfavorable, as pupils were 
turning in test papers at the end of the period. 
On the seventeenth day a second set of pictures was taken 
by the girl mentioned above. As this is written the writer has 
not yet seen the results of these pictures. One of t he girls 
expressed t he opinion that the final test would be tlle same as 
the pre-test. Another girl had previously expressed this 
opinion . The writer gave neither affirmation or denial to 
these suspicions but decided to revise the final test . 
On the eighteenth day several students were absent due to 
a holy day. The rest of the class was permitted to work 
together for the whole period . 
On the nineteenth day one of the boys asked if he could 
turn in optional work the day after the final test. This 
permission was granted. Q,uestions were asked on the derivatioiJ 
of such words as soil, subjugate, vigilant. It was also asked 
what modern countries have appealed to larger ones for 
protection and how does Caesar show us how to take advantage 
of opportunity. During the last week of the unit several 
students asked what the class was going to do after the unit 
was over . They seemed disappointed that they were not going 
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to continue with the unit method. 
On the twentieth day the final mastery test was given. 
Suggested revision of unit assignment. The response to 
optional related activities was disappointing. Three pupils 
turned in art work. Three others turned in written translations 
of some of the chapters. One student was given credit for 
taking pictures and another for an oral translation. To 
encourage wider participation in optional related activities it 
is recommended that more of these activities be added and the 
special study guides made simpler and more attractive. One of 
the progress tests might be eliminated to give the pupils more 
time for optional work. 
Though it was the explicit purpose of the writer to get 
away from the traditional grammar-translation method of 
instruction, he believes that some translation should be 
reQuired with the unit. Rather than a translation-English 
version the students should aim at a good, free English 
translation. The writer also believes that some Latin 
composition should be required as practi ce in hru1dling the more 
important princip les of syntax. Requiring no written work 
except in the tests seemed to be an inducement for the poorer 
students to procrastinate. 
In subsequent teaching of the unit the writer intends to 
permit unrestricted use of simplified versions. The brighter 
students seemed to be able to judge for themselves when they 
no longer needed them. Students who do feel the need for 
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simplified versions ought to have them available. These 
simplified versions met with far greater success and p opularity 
with the pup ils than the writer expected. 
Results of inquiry forms 2a the ~· The answers on the 
inquiry forms whi ch the pupils filled out after the unit was 
taught, were in roony respects too brief and incomplete . However 
sufficient information was given to get a fairly accurate idea 
of what the students thought about the unit. 
Thirteen students said that the thing they liked best 
about the unit was that they could work at their ovm speed in 
t h eir own way . Four liked it because it was easier. Another 
four liked it because they thought they could prepare for tests 
better with the unit method . Two found the method more 
interesting. 
On the negative side, seven students disliked the marking 
system. Five disliked the tests . Five disliked translating 
Caesar . Two disliked the study of derivatives, two the study 
of syntax. One student disliked answering questions on the 
study guide not referring to Latin . 
~nenty-eight students preferred the unit method to the on 
i~ use previous to the beginning of the study of the unit. One 
did not. The one dissenter said she could get nothing done in 
class because pupils talking while working together disturbed 
her . Most of the class said they liked working together. 
Sixteen students thought the vocabulary was the p art of 
the unit that was easiest to learn. Tvvo thought that answering 
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questions on the study guide was easy. Another two, thought 
parts of the text were easy. One student thought that nothing 
was easy. 
Seventeen students thought that the translation of the 
text of Caesar was the most difficult phase of the work. Four 
thought that syntax was the most difficult . Two thought the 
study of derivatives most difficult, another the vocabulary. 
One student said that the tests were the most difficult part of 
the unit. 
Seventeen students thought that reading about Caesar 's 
campaign was the most interesting phase of the vvork. Four 
thought that derivatives were interesting. One student 
mentioned the thought questions as interesting. One student 
said that nothing was either interesting or uninteresting. 
Six students found syntax uninteresting. Five found the 
style or content of Caesar uninteresting. Vocabulary, tests, 
answering questions , all got two votes each, as being un-
interesting. One student found derivatives uninteresting. Two 
students said that nothing was uninteresting. 
Ten students thought vocabulary and derivatives useful . 
Five found the study ~lide quest ions useful. Three thought 
the translation of Caesar useful and t wo said that everything 
was useful . 
Four students thought the study of syntax useless . Four 
thought that questions on the study guide , not concerned with 
Latin, were useless . Two thought the study of derivatives 
1l~P.1 P.~~ 
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One thought the reading of Caesar's Gallic Har, Book I, 
chapters 1-12, useless. One anonymous student thought Latin 
was useless . 
Some suggestions for revision of the unit contained in 
students ' answers on the inquiry form follow: 
More study guides . 
No final test on entire unit . 
Enlarge guide questions on chapter content . 
liiore on translation of chapters . 
Should be given more time between tests . 
Answers to questions on the content of the translat ion 
should be used more frequently in the tests. 
No talking in class . Let students work together outside 
of class . 
Shorten the third test a little . 
Nothing , except less translation . 
Give more vocabulary vmrds and less wordly questions . 
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.APPENDIX 
OPTIONAL RELATED ACTIVITIES 
For Bulletin Board 
You may be interested in doing one or more of the 
optional related activities described on cards in the filing 
drawer. If you wish to do one of 'these activities copy down 
the instructions on the card and let the teacher know when you 
will have it ready to present to the class. You will find 
activities listed under the following titles: 
Art 
Book Reviews 
Dramatization 
Handicraft 
Language comparison (if you know a language other than 
English) 
Legal Latin 
Oral Composition 
Scrapbook 
Stamp Collecting 
TJriting 
In addition to the activities listed, if you have in mind 
any other pro ject you would like to do in relation to this work ; 
ask for the teacher's approval to go ahead. 
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Part II (Revised for Mastery Test) 
Write the English meaning for the following Latin words 
in the space provided. 
1. pagus 19 . morior 
2 . explorator 20. consti tuo 
3 . i mpetr o 21. cremo 
4 . angus tiae 22. i gni s 
5 . i nvitus 23 . item 
6 . telum 24. principatus 
? . concursus 25 . legatio 
8. munit io 26. pat eo 
9 . delibero 2?. vag or 
10 . advent us 28. fio 
11 . ulterior 29 . arbi t ror 
12 . expeditus 30. occasus 
13 . impend eo 31 . orior 
14. angustus 32. initium 
15. sub eo 33. undique 
16. tollo 34. profect io 
1?. reditus 35. eripio 
18 . susp icor 
Part V (Revised for bastery Test) 
In the middle colurnn writ e the meaning of the English word 
in the left-hand column. In the right-hand column write the 
Latin word from which it is derived . The first vvord is done as 
a sample . 
English nord 
different 
sole 
mandatory 
vigilant 
auxiliary 
hibernate 
temporary 
impede 
copious 
junction 
perfe ct 
mural 
convene 
alternate 
domestic 
continent 
initial 
operation 
1. 
3. 
5. 
7 . 
9. 
11 . 
13. 
15. 
17. 
19 . 
21. 
23 . 
25 . 
27. 
29. 
31. 
33 . 
Mea.11ing 
unlike 
2 . 
4. 
6 . 
8 . 
10. 
12. 
14. 
1 5 .• 
18 . 
20 . 
22. 
24. 
26. 
28. 
30 . 
32. 
34 . 
Latin word 
from Which 
Derived 
differo 
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(COP Y OF .&"1\TSY.lERS GIVEN BY PUPIL 7 ON DTQ,UIRY FORJ\1) 
Evaluation of the Unit on Caesar's Gallic War 
1. What did you like most about the unit method of' studyin g? 
I liked most about this method the fact that I was on my 
ovm and could do it at my leisure. Also , I felt that I 
derived more from it than if it were otherwise. 
2. What did you like least about this method? 
I liked least the continual reference to syntax and 
naturally, the studying of it. 
3. What did you dislike about it? 
I disliked the final examination on the whole 12 chapters. 
It was too much. 
4 . Do you prefer the unit method of study to the method we had 
in use prior to the study of this unit? 
I definitely do prefer the unit method to the one used 
before . 
5.. What parts of the unit were espe cially easy? 
The Latin derivatives and English meanings were especially 
easy. 
6. What parts of the unit did you consider difficult? 
The translation and some of the questions on general 
analogies were difficult. 
?. What did you find interesting? 
The plot of Caesar's expedition and the English 
derivatives vvere very interesting. 
8. \'vhat was uninteresting? 
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9. What suggestions or activities did you consider useful? 
I consider the translation and the English derivatives 
very useful. 
10. What did you consider useless or a vvaste of time? 
I consider the English questions and syntax unnecessary 
or useless. 
11. What activities would you add or sult»tract to increase the 
value of the unit for second-year Latin students? 
No final examination on the entire unit. 
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(COPY OF A1\fSvVERS GIVEN BY PD""PIL 11 ON I NQ,UIRY FORH ) 
Evaluation of the Unit on Caesar's Gallic War) 
1 . What did you like most about the unit. method of studying? 
The thing I liked best about the unit method was t hat it 
could be done on your own time, your own method and way of 
doing it. This way is easier and more interesting. 
2. What did you like least about this method? 
The thing I disliked was that the translation should have 
been explained more fully i n the study guide . 
3. 1:· hat did you dislike about it? 
I disliked translating from Latin i nto English to answer 
the required questions. 
4 . Do you prefer the unit method of study to the method we 
had in use prior to the study of this unit? 
Yes, the unit method is much better. 
5. Vlhat parts of the unit were especially easy? 
The English to Latin derivations were the easiest parts . 
6. Vfhat parts of t he unit did you consider difficult? 
Translating chapters. 
7 . ;: ·hat did you find interesting? 
I found looking up derivativ es and answering questions 
pertaining to our p resent day. 
8. What was uninteresting? 
Learning syntax. 
9. \fuat suggestions or activities did you consider useful? 
Looking up derivatives. 
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10. What did you consider useless or a waste of time? 
Learning some of the questions asked about Caesar 
(something we'll never use) . 
11 . What activities would you add or subtract to increase the 
value of the unit for second-year Latin students 
Nothing, except less translations. 
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(COPY OF .ANS~~'ERS GIVEN BY PUPIL 12 ON I NQUIRY FORlvl} 
Evaluation of the Unit on Caesar ' s Gallic War 
1. What did you like most about the unit method of studyingr:' 
Answers can be compared and all questions are answered 
correctly so that you know what is coming and you can be 
prepared well. I would like to take these tests all year. 
2 . 'What did you like least about this method? 
Answering the other questions that do not concern Latin.. 
3. What did you dislike about it? 
I disliked the final test. 
4. Do you p refer the unit method of study to the method we had 
in use prior to the study of this unit? 
Yes . 
5. What Jlarts of the unit vvere esp ecially easy? 
Looking up the meanings of words . 
6 . What parts of the unit did you consider difficult? 
Derivatives . 
7 . Vihat did you find interesting? 
Caesar's writing and description of war. 
8. v hat was uninteresting? 
No answer . 
9. Y•hat suggestions or activities did you consider useful? 
Looking up vocabulary. 
10 . I:'Vhat did you consider use l ess or a waste of time? 
Answering questions that didn ' t concern Latin 
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11. What activities would you add or subtract to increase the 
value of the unit for second-year Latin students? 
Give more vocabulary words and less worldly questions . 
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